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introduction

raring the smmr of 1904 the author was afforded th€ opportunity
to travel and study in India, md it was- in Madras at the Infectious
Diseases Hospital that he saw his first

of smallpox.

Although

little in the way of therapy could bo offered the patients, a study in
this hospital a few years earlier had demonstrated that a cosspound called
H-ffietnyl'-isatin-B-thiosemicerhasone was of prophylactic benefit is
smallpox but was ineffective once clinical disease had appeared (2<S).

The Department of I%at»ae©legy at the Y&lo School of Medicine has
for many years been engaged in the search for effective antagonists to
the biosynthesis of nucleic acids.

The gml hm b&m to develop agents

which might be useful in the treatment of neoplastic disease*

One of

the meat exciting developments arising frm these studies has been the
deemstration that seme of these compounds possess antiviral activity
against viruses' containing deoxyribonucleic acid (IMA).

Among these

S-i0<b“2*~4©0xyuridine and $~a£flutridigte have been particularly promis¬
ing, md it has been suggested that they might be useful in the treats
mnt of sever® DMA-virus infections such as smallpox*
This thesis reports m experiment in which a severe systemic poxvirus infection was created in rabbits with vaccinia, a virus closely
related to smallpox.

An attempt has been made to compare the antiviral

activity of N»»othyl-isstin~b-thiose®icerbarone, S*iode»2*• deoxyuridl.oo
and $~maurl4im in this syttenu
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As part of this study. a review ©f the pathogenesis of poxvirus
infections and previous experience in the chsaetherapy of viral infec¬
tions with these three agents has been wtdartaStaiu

The mt&imlms- of

viral infections have been discussed in a mober of general reviews
(13, 19, 57, 58, 130, 171, 184, 240, 254, 262).

More specific infor¬

mation on the group of poxviruses hm also appeared (75, 91, 92).
Smm&rys of developments in the chewotherapy of neoplastic disease
contain ®«eh that -is relevant to the field of antiviral chemotherapy
(47, 145).

Progress in antiviral chemotherapy itself has been examined

by ®&ny author® (222, 242, 244, 245, 246),

Familiarity with the broad

range of problems in poxvirus infections m4 previous experience in
antiviral chemotherapy ts&y contribute to an understanding of the system
that has been employed in this experiment.

It fores a bad ground

against which the results say be evaluated m& criticised.

More im¬

portantly, it is hoped that such knowledge will suggest further studies
which may contribute to the continuing search for m effective agent
against clinical smallpox*
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IX.

THE PApK/GBfSSlS OP POXVIRUS INFECTIOHS

Poxviraa ,

in Aniaai jtosti

Early observation#
The occurrence of the generalised cutaneous •ruction soon after
the onset of syaptoMS in ss&lipea early led to the aaatnptlon, so ob¬
vious at first glance* that the disease wot on.# of the epidermis.
Thinking of this sort haaspered experimental efforts to understand the
nature of slatXor poxvirus disease* in mtm&lB»

Even when virus had

been ifiecul®.ted intravenously rather than through the usual cutaneous
'route* attention was directed to lesions in the skin, igneous swnbrames
and genitalia*

it was net until 1929 that a proper understanding of

the pathogenesis &£ pmvirm infection begem to take fore.
The production of lesions in the visceral organs as a result of
poxvirus infection had received scant attention before Henglss, Smith
and Price node their important observations (73),

In preliminary

studios only a few lesions had bean seen in the lungs end liver and
these were neither widespread «r severe.

It was not out!I rabbits

were inoculated ifttrttantienlarly with vaccinia that significant
disease appeared.

As they described it* "the most constant and

striking feature at autopsy , apart from the condition of the testes
themselves* ms the presence of a clear, straw-colored peritoneal
caudate of senigeletincus consistency which set to a fir® clot a few
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Kinotes after withdrawal; ©ccaslanally it was ttnrbid and tinged with
blood."

Previous studies with neurovmccinia bad been reported to be

inocuous, but taking this testicular strain ©f vaccinia they proceeded
to inoculate rabbits ietn^eritsstaily end produced a fatal infection.
At autopsy the petUmtim mm congested,, showing punctate hemorrhages,
The abdoaimal cavity contained a se»lgelatinous fluid, and there were
numerous fibrous adhesion#»

The liver was sprinkled with "small r®m4

white spots**; the- spices likewise.

The adrenals mm aoft mi friable,

the aaantwi "rolled up into a sausage shaped «$»/*

Tliere was intense

fceaorrhagie congestion- of the uterus and bladder, and the lungs thawed
"glistening greyish nodules with a hemorrhagic spot in the centre/*
The des»oastratioa of severe internal i*v»lv«i*e»i together with
later isolation of virus clearly demonstrated the f@nerslii.ed nature of
this poxvirus Infection.

Me speculations ver*- offered as to the path*

ways of infection or the types of ceils involved.

It remained for

Lediagh**& to deliver the final, blow to the notion that vaccinia had a
specific n«pi,da raetropisa1'

In studies m the histology of vac-

cinial skin lesions in rabbits, after either subcutaneous, list rap© fi~
tones! or imtrasplenie inoculation, fee found the vims had little
affinity for “aplfe-laatia" eleNeat*.

In all cases the skin lesions wore

lesions of the local retieulo-emdethe 1 ial system.

'than India ink was

inoculated locally, either prior to or at the tiss# of infection with
vaccinia, iedingham observed hyperplasia of local rati«ila»#adatholial
«le»nts (160).

Hg skim lesion* were produced, mm when the vims
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inoculated m sweh m 49 days liter.

India ink mm ineffective when

given Ifttyavanoualy* md by Itself did mot 'kill the virus.
These important observations <n the role of the retleele»emie£hali*A
system in mdRift infection were later extended fey Heard md $wm (28),
They found that Staffer ceils isolated in vitro md then mixed with
vaccinia, would, «a Ifteeulatlan in the rabbit tki&, mme supgimmlm
ei a mrm.1 vac c in in I losiou.

This suppression mm not due to toxic

products of auto lysed trasukferred c«Ui, nor t© any circulating feetar
in the serum of the host*

At the same time, the apparently paradoxical

®bmm&zim mm mM that Kwpffer cells inoculated with vaccinia md
mintidmd in vitro averted rather than suppressed viral growth* the
ceils remaining in food condities*.

In both c»ts, the Kapffer cells

were obtained from animals not previously sensitised to vaccinia mid
the authors offered na explanation for their findingt.
An initial understaisdisg of the pathways of established poxvirus
infection grm out of the work of Yaffey and Sullivan (204),

They ad~

ainlstaxed vaccinia tettmuftlif t© rabbits tad at timed intervals
collected smplm frm the cervical m4 thoracic lyvyti ducts* blood mid
ftm cervical and myenteric lyases note.
vical lymph 12 hours- after infection-.

Virus was found in the cer¬

It mm shown to pass through

ljs# nodes and appeared in the thoracic duet in small cafteeutratlens.
Of great iimportance was their confirmation of Smith*s earlier observa¬
tion that virus *m fixed by circulating white blood calls (2S9),
Vaffey found vaccinia fixed to lymphocytes and In this state the virus
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previous

and conflicting finding (05) that circulating wlite blond cells plm
mtimm muM be mm
®m® the

to virus than mtimm slots® left

of the specific ml® of iywp&ocytoo, but Yoffey and

Sullivan suggested that th# ability of virus t© paas through lymph
modes might b# the result of their sweeletice with lynphecytoo * and
that the pertYM*ct»ittr

of iya^Hocytes in the later lesions

of vaccinia infection sight reflect the cells having carried the virus
to these sites.
stabbttp©** ottvMolio and a theory ©f pathogenesis
iisile early progress is the olmeidotion ©C the pathogenesis ef poxvirus infection# was made with vaccinias ti&ao^tattftt mtvmv&m have been
m*mS® largely through the study of tee closely related flw«i , rabbit*
pox and ©etrooeli*,

Itobfeitpox first appeased ot the teckoffeMo* Insti¬

tute in HU, apparently as on effsbeot ef a strain of eetaevaeeiaie
<112, US).

This virus, end to m even greater extent the Utrecht strain

isolated later, is highly virulent fey rabbits.

There is a. short i»ea~

batten period ef ttm three to six days before the msm ef anoragis,
weight less,, malaise* diarrhea end fever,

A pmtulmt

dischart# appear#

i» the eyes and nose and posfc~Hfce lesions tepidly appear, first at the
m$®~mzmwwm

j wet lens and later la the sHn, providing the animal

Uvea long enough,

A

vetfe usually appears on she a lath day; and death

if It occurs comes 7 to II days after inoculation,

teeien# art* found

in many internal organs* especially the lunge* liver and spleen.

Thee®
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Mtfm* m4ulm Imimt are eftm Smmi is inti&ai# relation t« blm&

vessel*.
Sctraellt b*mm the object of extensive ataxia* by fmmr is tM
laC# IMI'i (88*9$)•

Irntl had first suggested the close Y*l*tim$blp

between ecttexeUa md treeclrti* by showing that eetremeile tacwaldt eggln*
tlMtte the *exe w»|« «f chicken. red blmd calls m vaccinia, while Ip
addition

wen## calls (40),

Pemter proceeded to show that

ectraaeii# wml& easily infect the chick -sv&rjr© and neiiae, but not rab¬
bits, set® «f guinea pigs*
In the ssouse, actvwwilia predtieed a generalised disease, involving
the skin, lymph nmtes, spleen, liver and naxy oilier organs,

Though it

has recently fmm qm*tiam4 ($$}, fmmr thought that natural disease
occurred alter the vims entered through ehraaieitt in the skin,
7 to § day* a primary fcsiee developed at this site.

tflthin

Mice either died

within the next four days or neat m to develop a generalised r&sfn
Animals dying before the appearance of the va*ti nevertheless had virus in
their skin,
raise!**

Virus coo Id fee recovered £r« lives* and spleen* of all

the livers shewed gross as well as microscopic foci of necro¬

sis, randomly districted.

In sever® is fact ion these feel were semi-

eraflttrat, and there was a considerable increase in the fat content of
these efgrae*

There warn only $rall

of lyj^aecytes around

’penal triads, with fewer cells scattered throughout the parenchyma.
Aaiaals that survived allowed no yetidual fibrosis.

In tic spleen vItuo

appeared one day earlier theft In the liver and lesions mm generalIf
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mt* severe* with fibresi* often f©Uwift| jrecemry*
1b further experimental studies fmmt inoculated mme fmt pads

with anall doses of the highly virulent Meacoa ©train of act rows lta( md
constructed growth curves for the* virus in foot* spleen, blood asd skin*
Analysis of his data lad to a general interpretation of the pathogenesis
of oaasepox, which he then extended to other acute axoatbaas (S#).
following introduction into the skin* infective virus established itself
in regional lymph nodes*

After * few days of multiplication noetosls of

host cells led to liberation of the virus into the blood*

Virus froe,

this primary vi reals. was taken up fey phagocytes in the spleen, liver and
possibly bone narrow,

Infection and multiplication of virus in those .and

emtliimm cell® led again to necrosis., setting up a secondary viremia.

This was evident four- days after infection,

tfltfe dissemination virus

could fee recovered from the shin after si* days.

The primary lesion If*

the skin was evident at about this time* signifying am end to the incu¬
bation period.

ftMaralisad able lesions appeared only if viral titers

in the Uver and spleen were mt such that the animal died before
sufficient multiplication had taken place in the skin*

With the mmt

of skim lesions., the aninels became infective and remained a® until the
scab* had fallen off* usually after 18 days.

In animals that recovered,

virus concent rations in the gpiaan began to fall on day 10, and virus
disappeared two the blood on day 12*

This correlated closely with the

rl.se in circulating antibody* m measured by mt i - hemagglutinin titers,
Fesrner** studies and hypothesis served to tap loin the Img Incubation
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purled

to a tvo-stage vivani* and the <m«et of $yif?ta» which

was due to necrosis in the pK&nayy focus, the visceral organs, prior to
invelvenent of the Mtantafy focus, the alia*

Fenner argued thet tsuiti*

ftimtim ©f virus itself*, rather than "allergy** was., responsible for the
cutaneous lesions,

In addition * the shorter incubation period of «rper«

iaaotal infectious produced by either intravenous m- tatraperitefteal in¬
oculation could he explained by the bypassing of the initial resistance*
offered by regional lyagfe nodes prior to priaary viresaia (Hg, 90).
The macrophage «ad virus tafeetiga
% to this tine, the p&thege&esli of poxvirus infection had been
studied primarily by examining tisaties grossly and histologically «®d by
taking tissue sables at vnxyitig tine* during the infected period and
assaying then for virus.

Fruitful as these techniques had Wen, they

could offer no direct proof as to the site of Initiation of infection
within * particular organ6 its spread within that organ and the partic¬
ular colli which supported virus growth#

It is only within the last

decade that these pmhlmtt have bean studied with the aid of newer
fluorescent antibody techniques, and easy of these questions have now
been eiuwered*
The outstimding. w?l of Kins has clarified *a»y of these pmblvm
in pmxitm infections, and ha® recently been suwoarised in m
review C1S4)*

largely because of his effort#, the pivotal role of the

m».creph«ge has been elucidated.

The le^ortnace of the reticule-endothelial

system in clearing the blood of foreign particles has been known for ses#
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tl■#» m<& mto-miv® studios Have appeared m the clearance of $ variety
of foreign particles m4 bacteria,

There have been few studies, however,

©n the clearance of virus particle* froa the blood (38.» 181}.

Miss has

shewn that ectfeseli* injected latmsneiitly in mice is cleared from the
blood by the fopfftr cells of the liver.
is 3 minutes,

The virus half-life in bleed

A m&tl proportion of virus- remains uncleared and this

my be due to the association of the virus with white bleed cells and
platelets, for this fraction is not cleared when- transferred to soother
animal.

With Rift Valley Fever virus the situation is senewhet dlffetent;

transfer ©f the mtimmi portion result* in prosit clearance of all ex¬
cept a similar small traction.

In this esse there may he an equilibrium

between bleed m4 mmmphs,g«,. with small amounts of virus being released
into the- blood*
Vims and macrophage may interact in a number ©f ways.

Them may be

no uptake of vims as with poliovirus -type I, or virus my be taken qp
and comp let* ly destroyed by the macrophage.

The latter mum to fee the

tease with the mild infections produced by the CL strain of vaccinia 1st
nice and ectroaeelia in the rat (IM).

NtiatDjr Infective virus neutral¬

ised by antibody is also handled in this manner *

with others such as in-

fluent© sad Rift Valley peeer In mice, virus may be taken up by macrophage® and transferred immediately to adjacent hepatic cells,
poaviruses still another madia®la® exists.

With the

Her* eetroneita, and to t

lesser ext an f rabbitpex, are taken qp and multiply within **crepfe»g«s
before spreading into hepatic cells,

During the first hour after injection
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of large doses of

th&r& is & marked decrease is the MMwat

of viral antigen in Kqpffer cel Is t m dmm*trstod fey flootcteent anti¬
body,

latter the swaotmt of

increases, neighboring. parenchymal

cells are soon infected, md within 26-SO hours the nice are dead (162),
Only a assail proportion of virus 1* lnwf in the Uoif, fell# or hepatic
lymph gland**

Individual uacro^hag®* amy vary in their ability to take*

up virus* and Hiss has calculated that only 1 in 4 vtcrophsgos take up
totteneils (184}«

This is a matter of mm significance, fer both in¬

herited mid aeouired differences in sweceptifeility and resistance to
virus infection aay eptfsto on the macrophage level (101, 182, 215, 218}•
tittle is known of the factors that may modify the response of
macrophages to virus infection.

In mice given endotoxin, fox mmple,

there is «* initial inevwsse in susceptibility followed fey a raorc prolonged increase in the resistance to infection by graa negative bacteria,
With large doses of ectremolia in mice tfesre is a similar effect, but
ittsprialofly^ smaller doses of
after stimulation with endotoxin (X#4>»

cans© an increase in mortality
ftafebits are especially sensi¬

tive to endotoxin,, cad similar studios in this animal aonid fee helpful.
Studies mtng. virmm mt of the poxvirus group have shown that ihorotrast blockade of the f#ticiil#-endoth»llal system & my slow the clearance
of virus, while specific antibody may accelerate it*

Whether the latter

1$ due to a® increased uptake of antibody--coatee virus ©r to m IsfelM*
ties of the release of a certain fraction of virus normally in mnillhrim
with the blood t$ act known (38),
Miss has. also studied the response of the spleen to ectxw&eiia (184).
Although it i$ not a vital cnrjp** its role in antibody production* the
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tmimiTf for eftrealatiag Igophoeytot md mmmmlmt cells fee* localize
there, and its own Moveptage iy*te* sorest Its i^ortiiioe in viral
infections*

A lmr$» imlwmmmm dose ©f the Moscow etreln of #ctr©»Ua

Is first take® if by jsacto^bagcs lining the- almas ©id* ©f the red pulp,
films grow* pmdmlmmtif in p®rtiollfml®r region* end within 24 hmm
%ptmm to the omter* *$ the follicles,
the ted pmlp*

Thera Is less Involvement of

Splenic foci enlarge wore rapidly than foci is the Hirer*

Vims Injected **Jbcut*rt«©u»ly 'roaches the spies® two days after infoe*
tim» probably cell bound ret her than free,

the vim* then mil tip ties

in mmh the sene way a* after intravenmi% inocnlat'ion, bat interestingly
there is considerably less levelVMMut of the Um.

Of special interest

•re the ©©easioael follicle* which are free of vims antigen mi posses*
instead large Mount* of i$h, perhaps an indication «f antibody synthesis,
Hobart* has studied
(214),

Infection of nice- with ectrcwoll*

With fluorescent antibody lie has dtaioftttrated that eacrephagea

take op vim* *199*1* its growth and probably carry it deeper into the
dermis.

Although the ttalplgllen layer of the ©pidemis my be inf acted,

the deraia i» t&r mm lagrotaftt, infection
in this layer*

MNfe mm rapidly

Using tritiated thymidine he has dManttrmted #iwl

hyperplasia In & ling iiMtaSia&eljr beyond the advancing margin of the
leslcm.

The local ©dona Hobart* attributes to cetnaeeos anaphylaxis,

though it in not clear hm this develops*

It Is equally conceivable that

rims Infectlo® of the littoral cells of loc.il capillaries which have
pfcagocytising capabilities my lmi to a breakdown in local vascular
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integrity.

this is no mmll point, for it *ey b* precisely by this

aochaa&iMR that general!ted skin lesions appear and, inMod, the Sosa ©f
vascular iategtity may flay a large rot© in the death of animals* as will
discussed inter.

It is ststiMd that regional lymph nodea play a rolo

in the ivsiotoaeo of the Hoot* but with a virulent virus they sight
supply i reedy site ffer styItiplieetion and actually aid In tha di»»o«~
Inatien of the virus,

Ifm&topitmm spread mist also he importmt after

subcutaneous infection for in both MMMpox and rabbit pox splenic foci cm
©ft©» be de^ewstratad before all nodes in the line of infection arc in¬
volved (SO, IM).
Respiratory infection
In respiratory infections with eetywmlia in alee Roberts has shews
shat virus .fmasing beyond the ciliated rogiwvs of the respiratory bronch¬
ioles is take® up by alveolar Mampfeagos and nay grow in these cells
(21$)*

Moeetal cells are also infected,

Mlthin 3'days the alveolar sep¬

ta w involved md virus »*y spread via capillaries.

The ainuitanaotm

inrolvowmt of polawemaiy nodes ant! the spleen, however, suggest that
MBvaMMit of infected mogogdisgoa within perlvascnlar, peribronchial and
pleural lymphatics might be equally ls$*m*8t» as suggested by Yoffey
(264).

These lymphatic pass a.gas are severely dilated and coojested at §

days, when antibody production begins,

Death, when It occurs * com 2

to 3 days later,.
Further information on the role of the lyaphatie system la respira¬
tory poxvirus infection has boon provided by Mdsm md Duckworth (SO),
litlng the highly virulent Utrecht strain of rsbMtpex in large doses
lsifieiiellf, they were dble to demonstrate early oxtasslv© multiplication
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of virus in tii© respiratory tract but Interestingly* ami tmlnHzent of
Pdasnor't work In mm&pm (1-11-90) , mbbit® 414 not btcoae infectious
until day 4 «*§S, when natal and conjunctival discharge was present.
Early virus milt Imitation may have taken pl&m la deeper rather than
suptrfltlfil tissues of the respiratory tract hut fluorescent mtih&iy
studies whith could settle tfcia question were not undertaken*
3S hotim virus w*» isolated ■frasi tfeep cervical nodes.*
found In the spleen.

Within

At two days it vat

filler Mmmimtim into the blood and other

tissues van apparent the following day.

Virus could be isolated only

from the huffy coat of the blood, and net not found before the spleen
was ievolved.

Fever usually appeared m the secm.4 day end it was

noted at this tim that virus was cmt&imi primarily is the respiratory
tract# cervical imtim and in smell ®mm t* in the spleen.

Has el end

conjunctival diatiMRVge and s geMHrallsed tmh usually occurred 2 to 3
days after the -initial fever m4 were fulminant on the fifth day* with
rapidly rising titers of virus In the spleen and liver.

Weakness and

anorexia mv» mrk®dt tel with the appearance of flenhea mi » dec! im
i» fever the rabbits usually #e4 fro® $ to If days after infection.
In diseuaaiog their results« Bedm and Uwettwerth pointed out their
similarity to those of tamer in hia studies eat mousepox,

their results

sot clearly establish their suggestion that lyapfcatles are mere- .im¬
portant than blood vessels as channels for the spread of virus and that
the lymph nodes da not servo as harriers to Infection.

Very large doaea

of virus were used to infect their animals, sad nodal barriers could
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have simply kmn ownriMtlned,

Also* the spread of vim vie pulmonary

capillaries into the Mead stream., wki1© discounted fey these authors
end by Insert** he* net b&m emvimingly ml&i met,
have ispottent roles to play*

loth routes sight

Eefsrdini the mechanise of fewer* they

that mttiptimtlm of virus In the respiratory tract and local
lymph nodes beyond the capacity of the apt tea md other reticiilo-tudotheliii
tissue to remove it fros; the bleed was an important factor*

However*

Him* d-mmmtmtim tfeat the ability of the liver to clear ectromelia
was maintained until the final stages of the disease (181) assd the more
recent stadias ©f Atfeiits* Crcniis wtd Ifttcson or, the role circulating
leucocytes mlgftt play in the pathogenesis of fever la virus infections
would safest that other factors are Involved {#).

Mms hm induced

peritoneal exudate* in mice that mm composed of 71% p©lymorpbonucleer
leucocyte* and dMwMtrated with fluovaacmt antibody that after tv©
hours activiMilia was extensively taken up fey seme but net all a# these
cells# md that later all of the cells feed lysed without my evidence
that virus had.

(1 §4}•

The knowledge that polj^tptiamiM&eaxr

leucocytes are the major if not the only source ©f endogenous pyrogen
attest* their

in poxvirus fever* but the fuxtblm- has not

been studied.
Cerebral and peritoneal infection
The aajer understanding of the pathogenesis of poxvirus infarct!©**
has ©oue from studle* in which virus was introduced into the skis# the
lungs or directly into- the clmUtiee,

Other sites of iwettlstima have
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often bean used to study ether Aspects of infection,,
is known

However* much less

the pathogenesis of infection in such sites ns the brain

and peritoneal cavity.

The need for understanding here is of greet im¬

portance* for these routes of infection are often used in chemotherapy
studies,

It Is Miias again, wfe© has contributed to our meager understanding

in this area,

Intracerebrally injected ac&romalia, rabbi tpex and several

strains of vaccinia have all bees shows to grow is the meninges and In
cells lining the cerehrospisal fluid spaces (IBS, 134) *
If any growth is the parenchyma of the brain itself.

Thor® i$ little

Tat the small

amounts of virus recovered may fee derived fro® the blood stream,, for It
has been shown that with intracerebral injection*, mnt of the virus
spills ever into the bleed (133).
In ittfactiant of the peritoneal cavity none- intriguing data have
been gathered (134),

The normal cellular population of the peritoneal

cavity in mice is made tip of 25% macrophages* 6S% lymphocytes, ard 19%
intermediate forms*
snrfsces.

The macrophages arc found free and on the serosal

When eetsmtlia is introduced virus car be demonstrated is

the blood within a few minutes,

The virus is taken up and multiplies In

peritoneal macrophages m& m doubt enters the st&dlapfevagnatie lymphatics,
Fluorescent iniiifegdy studies rmrmi foci of infection in retrosternal
nodes after eight hours',
of peritoneal macrophages.

After two days there is massive tot ruction
Of

groat importance is the finding that the

liver and spleen ire not: infected via direct spread fro® the peritoneal
cavityf in fact they are Infected later than wham virus £» given

.
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intravenously*

Yet iotrapotlteweal infect!os is far md sway the most

lethal of ectremellft infections in adeo; a done barely infectious sub*
mtmmmlf routinely causes death (267),

unknown,

the reasons for this tfe quite

SocoodMt microbial invasion 1® e possibility, but Mims has

foimd bacteremia to be ancosawn, sod tetracyclines do not reduce aortal*
ity.

tMilie this does net rule out secondary bacterial infection, it

oooni wlikely#

There is- the possibility that peritoneal macrophages

my m different in some respects frm other body macrophages *

In severe

infections via other routes macrophages and lymphocytes are destroyed
in all sites, with the exception of 'the peritoneal cavity..

These calls

may be bypassed by infection, or as Hftss has speculated* they may serve
as a source of supply for systemic Mcrof&agM*
Despite these Important studies* major questions concerning intraperitoneal Infection remain to be investigated; the cellular response to
virulent and avirulent viruses, the possibility of factors associated
with virulent viruses which inhibit host defense mechanisms, the role of
the "toxic* effects of virus, the contributions of tanuiiity, the possi¬
bility of endotoxin sensitisation, end even the role of the tonicity of
the mmHum in which the injected virus is suspended.

These questions

have been explored in nice infected, with staphylococci ($9-6i) and sinliar studies with vimacet would be of great interest,

Swawary
To StiMMfii* briefly, the pathogenesis of poxvirus infection La
malms Is has been studied in

md rabbi tpm* md so t lesser
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extent with vaceiaie#

The t®wpwml coeme of these infections Itn

suggested that a priiasry and secondary vitmis. are characteristic,

There,

is dfoagyeefteot o» whether regional lyeph nodes act as harriers te In*
feetieo or facilitate its apxeed.

Virus appears te he primarily aftteci«

ated with circulating leucocytes, bet again their tela It- pearly defined,
HaaatogIBM

may Is© of 'primary or secondary iiaportaa.ee,

11i« involvement of iateimai organs* particularly these of the
rati cule^endetheU a l ays tee, is well established,

Whether the outcome

of infection will he- reeevaxy, et clinical, illness with It® toxicity*
aitaaeowi lesions and death, nay in large part be det ©mined by the
nature of the vivw-macrophage miatiftjsahip,

The factors specifically

viml. or cellular which determine the outcome of their ©acm&tey will be
tnaeftg the- e&jor considerations in the reaativlafi sections or the pathegenesis of poxvirus infection.

Pwlrut laflmiqe If* Col la

Adsorption and pha®oeytosl s
Tlit initial ttage ef peavim* infection, the adsorption of the virus
particle to host cells, he# been os© of the least well wadersteed phases
of its total cycle of replication*

Qhlltte ®yxe*truses, little is krmm

of the mis of cell meaptom, specific or non-specific, so nothing can
he said except to point out the lack of knowledge in this area,
Missal viruses do mt pmmm tb& gyring**!lie mchaslse of a
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feaetbftophai® which injects its nuclei© »eld into its tioat cot!*
faction 'by siiiAMil viruses to

For in-

it hss fewa thought the host ceil

plays an activ® role in this process md the tern **virop«*is" was intro*
duced to describe

0

pracoa* that hss only recently fe«» elucidated ($7).

Hi© work ©f Dales sad Kejieka hss beautifully densnstmtsd that vaccinia
virus is pliagocytirad fey the host coll {&7> 68, Fig, I).

in a series of

©It©trim microscopic studies of vaccinia infection in Sarle’t strain L
soils* vaccinia was. shown to fee engulfed fey tfet cell siMfefimr within a
few minutes of adaorpilm*

to determine whether surface-attached virus

could Inject its nucleic acid without Hlng phagncytisad, sodium fto©?id© was used t* inhibit phagocytosis*

Fluoride had no- -affect m adsorp¬

tion hut penetration of the virus was markedly decreased*

When ft uteri 4*

was later removed, phagocytosis resumed, and the saassferane-mgulMd vims
particles were transferred into the ceil cytoplasm*
Vaccinia inmtem&M with neutralising antibody is not infective*
When virus is adsorbed to cells immediately prior to lacgfeatien at 37*C
with antibody it mpiMy bmmm raslstant to

Adsorbed

at 4*C it tmmirn sMNftraUtflfcle* suggesting. that th« mpl4 resista&co
to nontraUsnt-ien at $7*€ is dependent upon %mm fmcilm of the cell
(201),

this resistance it m&t prabably due to the rapid phagocytosis

of virus by the ceil* separating It fro® eat race 11* War antibody*

How¬

ever a&tifeedy does not present the gtatypkytnti* of antibody-coated virus
{88).

Virus adsorbed to fluoride treated colls Is- still

neutralstatlteJ. fey antibody*

to

On©# ftuaari.de is raswrad, neutralised virus
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if

Umt inactivated virus Is »lm taken

Satire# «f virs.1 SNA
If has lent been k«mn that infectim with vaccinia produces char*
ecteriatic epfeplasnie imlmim$*

Hicetron

(102) and

flmrmemt mtibrn*? studies (I?#) left unsettled the mmllm, of the

source of viral 8HA (2)0) *

Hlcroradioautographic studies by Sheek end

Msg#® have prm?i$®4 the ttaw?,

Central cultures of Hals tells tmie up

trltinted thymi&im (Tdl-i?% is the nucleus* infected tells aye labeled
in the eyteplas* (t?4# 11?).

On infection calls prolabeled with f4fM#

de not tresafa t their mtcleav label to the qrteplasa, desist rating
that host tell SNA is not incorporated late w«w virus (2SS).

Using S-

fluero*?s Hteeayvrldiee CfWi),a*i Inhibitor ef thyiddyilc acid (TdR)
biosynthesis ? hut not its imotpmottm into- SNA# Salman ha# demanatrated
of vaccinia aaltlpilcetieit in

iu

aee«l far de gov© synthesis of TdR (224).

it!®

cells, thus proving the

The munis present lb the cell

art insuffl cleat and viral $0A cm he domed mly frm newly synthesised
pyrisnldtnea,
Mottimtim

Once Inside the heat call* the vaccinia particle passes through a
latent period before its cycle ef repllentten 4* eenpiate*
early stages viral integrity is last®

Boring the

Studies on chick embryo ansoliyirf

(202) md in a amber of tissue culture systems (4$, 71, ICfO) have clearly
fhawi that vaccinia enters a true eeilps* phase* for a period of several
hours after infection vims outsat he recovered fro® calls which ultimately
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produce it.

The virus particle is broken ti&m. to its various ceatponeats.

It is also clear that initiation of infection is not a simple setter of
releasing viral 8J4A frm its protoin coat.

Studios on the reactivation

of inactivated virus suggest that viral protein m well as mk is neces*
s&ry to initiate infection.

ftsbbitpox, heat inactivated at SS#Cf has

been shown to be reactivated by vaccinia.
inactive ($3).
atlia (119).

Itihm heated at bO°C it remains

Heat inactivated vaccinia can be reactivated by eetro*
In such systems infective virus of both types is produced

and in sow cases ”rocMibitte&t§n appear, bearing characteristics of
both parent strains (93).

Heat at 5S#C does not inactivate viral DNA,

On the other hand nitrogen mustard can inactivate DMA, and when rabbit*
pox treated with nitrogen mustard is inoculated onto the chorioallantoic
membrane with heat inactivated vaccinia, pock mirks characteristic of
vaccinia* not rabbitpox are produced {!.%).

Protease inactivated vaccinia

can be reactivated by ultra-violet irradiated vaccinia, (157).

It is

worth noting that the effect of inactivated virus cm active virus is not
always a salubrious one.
outcome*

Hie multiplicities of each virus modify the

Mixtures of hmt inactivated and active vaccinia Inoculated

into L cells &km m Inhibition of virus replication if the inactive
virus Is present in great excess (181).
virus are less inhibitory'.

Smaller dotes ef inactivated

Interestingly, this effect is lost if the

inhibiting virus if heated at &0*C instead of 56*C«

There seems little

doubt that the integrity of viral protein as well as viral. PHA deter¬
mines the initiation and outcome of infection.
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UftCQ&tiag
Following phagocytosis but before the synthesis of new vital IMA
and protein a complex process of uncoating wist take place.

In normally

infected L cells vaccinia vinis particles are transferred to the cyto¬
plasm surrounded by the mmbrarw of the phagocytic vesicle (67, 68) „
This isesibraoe md the outer coat of the vinm particle appear to be
broken down at the same time-.

The inner core, which encloses viral DftA*

is not susceptible to this initial digestive process.

Inactivation by

heat or antibody causes the virus particles to remain trapped within the
membranes of their phagocytic vesicles where they are ultimately des¬
troyed,

Son undonatiired or unblocked component, (s) of the outer coat

seem to be required for the successful transfer of the viral core into
the cytoplasm (Fig, 1),
Viral corns gaining access to the cytoplasm roach their peak con¬
centration 1 hour after infection (68).

At this time viral cores begin

to break down, releasing "naked -DMA** into the cytoplasm.

Once released,

DMA tends to localise in regions of "vlreplasra" or ** factories” where
viral replication takes place.

The isecfeaniam of release of "naked DMA"

irm the viral core remains an unsettled problem.

In studies on rabbit-

pox in Mela colls Joklik suggested that the induction of a nm entym
through the genetic machinery of the host coil was essential for the m~
coating ©f viral cores (137-13$),

Virus inactivated by either heat or

by ultra-violet irradiation could be degraded to viral cores but no
further.

The inhibition of the un coating of viral cores can also be
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as
with Hub inhibition of hmt ©all pmtoir. synthesis fey p»sayciit and
M& synthesis fey uctin my tin B,

stul with the iishl bitten- ©£ MA-4opmdmnt
JokJLlk fom eoneliuM that if viral mrm

ate *© be bfekes* devs*. s mm mtym mmt fee synthesised sttsr iw&etiew
end in response mlf to

BiwI jnpstwtft*

this viral protein

is released whan the phagocytic vesicle and outer viral ©©at are broken
famu

This protein causes a dompmsaim of a portion of host cal! DUfo

Mediated by

a stew aaiy#© is fore©4 which is itistrw-

wmt&l in 4*#Ys4iaj| viral cores, releasing naked

{i$7~i39)«

Hcnrever,

itt t ©ells it has &mn $kmm that aetinowydUt 9 dee* mt cesspletely in*
hlfeit the virus controlled ladwetieAeff protein (1S6)»

Hal* calls way

tee were sensitive to actiaewyeln 0 than i ©alls tent the tinned for cellu*
iar IMA in the iw4wttion of wnco-ftiftf swaywes is in doubt*

0© the basis

#f their *1ectren~»ieresoepi© studies, Pales and Ksjiefc* have mneinded
that the WMWWtiag of viral f$& is effected by preexisting mtfm%
wsbittsed on the mttmoo of foreign viral protein (feg, 143),.

Hast

inactivated vaccinia dees »et r®mh the cor© stage fetrt Is instead 4s§r«dedi
inside the phagocytic vesicle,

llltra-violet Irradiated vin*$ reaches the

cere stag© normally but is mcoated wot* stwwlf'.

With actinewytdn P»

virus particles reach the stage of memtiog and for® normal cytoplasmic
factories, hut m infective vires is formed.

In this last instance it

is sparest time “asked WOP om be released normally, while the repli¬
cation cycle is blocked by setiaewar^w i ©sly at a later stage.
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Initiation m& the cycle of ^plication
timing traced the progf*** of the voecinis particle frm adsorption
mid ph&g pcyteeis to the final re leas® of "naked BRA,*' we mist turn to a
eofisl^mtios of the factor* involved in the synthesis viral DMA mi
protein mi the assembly of mar infectious virus,

Calms has postulated

that ana ia festive particle, the "initiator**, accoaspHshos a critical
stop in the process of infection (43) *

la normal suspensions of virus,

the ptoduction of pock© on CAM shows that there ®#y he anytAtere frm 12.3
to t7 particles, as counted fey the electron microscope, for each pock
that 1* ftaSMtif (77),

Cairns hat suggested that the ’’Initiator*' activates

all of th«* infect log particles and that each of those ia turn sots up a
separata center of virus synthesis in the eytoplasm (43),

This my mt

ho true In the strictest sense; the 5’naked CMAW fren a umber of cores
seems to ccae together ia discrete portions of the cytcpiatn, tlx© so-called
“factories** ($S),

there is no morphological evidence to show tlist each

factory is set up fey only me "Initiator”-activoted partlcla,

What is

clear, hooemta is the high degree of synchrony that charseteri s@s the
synthesis, of new virus.

All the centers of virus synthesis is the cell

start to ©pea up at the *em time, and they increase in also, but not in
awfeer with tine (43) *

114s synchrony is also apparent m the plaque

level (164),
A nmftHHr of studies of the tie© cycle of vaccinia virus nnltipSlea*
tion have been undertaken, utilising a variety of techniques»

With

fluorescent antibody and radiooutogrsphlt techniques in Kt cells Cairns
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has sbmn that a period ©C 5.5 hours ©lapse# before virus protein m4
TMA §fnth#®is begin (43),

Both appoor at Ih® smm tim,

of synthesis grow in site and fey § Hour* *o»e or* fuvod.

Tb# amt#?*
Yet It i* met

until 10 Hour* that viral PMA smi protein are assembled, 14- until this
time viral SMA is susceptible to 0NA*ao«

boh sad Mig® using cytochc*.-

icol amt differential fluorescent antibody techniques in Mels colls found
m mtIf tmmm® in cytoplasm!c MA, fellovod shortly by * rise la
cytoplasmic Bf$A at 4 Hours (IfeS).

fretaln antigen appeared at 4 turn**,

xmcleopreteift antigen at 6 hours and by 10 Hours they could be found
together in tb© tm particle.

At this tits© infectiv© vim «*s present»

BmtkUi using metabolic labibitors la II©la cells found viral ONA syn¬
thesis ttm l.S to 7 hours, vital protein froa 1»S to 14 hours, a viral
-MA~$tet*in cmpl®% frm 2.5 to 14 hours and infective virus formation
fmm $ to 14 hour* (231).

Other studies have placed the formaticm of

viral IMA within a period of fro® 0»S to 6 hours after infecticm (75,
81, 1SI, 224, 233).

Coooidooiog the wide rang® of technique* and the

variety of virus arid cell strains the results are reasonably ompotoblo.
But there art points of 4Bwgreeswmt.

Synthesis of vital protein and

0$A way begin simultaneously or at separate tines; viral feM/Uprotein

complex©* my fens early or lata in the replication cycle.
Cellular fl^jydjprotolii

The Observation that tritinted thymidine (TdR*M^) labeled cellular
fiSA is mot tringferred to viral SKA demonstrated the need for do sw
cytoplasmic synthesis of viral DMA (233)«

Ko«t cell ONA is preserved
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during infection.

Calms found it still functioning at 9 hours (43).

Kit and Dubbs found that infSeetleft depressed host coll WiA synthesis„
but that cellular IMA was pot appreciably degraded until after IS*5
hours *J*e» the cell was dying (1S9-1SS).

Aek^tmm and hok found a

slight increase In cellular IMA during infection (1) .

Hid fate of

cellular $ retain has heart less well studied; ectlnesycin

inhibited

viral multiplication allows for continued cellular protein synthesis
(212).

There ere considerable difficulties in separating cytoplasmic

protein synthesis into its cellular and vinonspecific aangNNients, but.
it is clear that cellular integrity is maintained until the very late
stages of infection.
8WA and viral protein synthesis
there Is good evidence that alt viral protein synthesis is not
dependent upon, the continuing synthesis of viral SKA#
FtidR inhibition,

of

$®4lm aside or

viral 0NA synthesis allows continued synthesis of

viral protein (7$, 225).

Under the electron microscope PUdfs and nlto*

aycin C inhibition of viral M synthesis allows continued structural
protein synthesis but the particles farmed arc iamature and largely
devoid of nucleic acid (143).

Small amranta of infective virus »»y be

f&reed, hut this is moot likely due to a. conservation of the original
viral SKA, with it® incorporation into new particles (#2, 145),

If

viral protein* can he synthesised in the absence of COIA, viral DHA can
be synthesised in the absence of certain virus-specific protein*.
Astioossycin & inhibition of those proteins allows viral DttA synthesis
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less tha
era

Is# created that viral protein sad IMA, systhesis
im^pmiimt, it wmt be rmmib®T®4 that tMk is necessary for

the synthesis of WIA*

Certain

t®SA*'s sxo responsible for the

synthesis of specific proteins., and • viral 82SA «nh»14 he expseted to re¬
sult in the synthesis of specific viral proteins.
Cells infected with vaccinia virus produce 88* (19, 167* 168, 276,
241)*

Hustles in II®U tolls have shows an lacrosse in cytoplasiaie SKA

of farm S0~1$0%, first apparent at 4 hows snd Mwinai at 10 homo.

la-

Mbltlen of the incorporation ©f adenine into WA by $,6 dichl©ro«M~
Hbeiwnmosyl-hensimstoo 1® inhibits vaccinia replication (167),

flic

car®ftol studies of A-ckmmmm md M on vaccinia infection of Hole cells
in both testing sad growth phase have dewmstrotsd «n increase of cyto¬
plasmic

of 10% In resting and 5S% in growing cells wt the levels

in controls (1).

Cytoplasmic protein content is Increased $6t end 31%

over respective control ceils.

The )MA forwwt it a Mall oolooulo?

weight *®*h located in the tell tap/*

"the protein, increase is found in

particvlst© fractions of the pyteplnsst*

In sepame studies in Hole

cells MU1 mi Hodrlek found that adenine 0«C*d mm incorporated into
in alt fractions of control and vaccinia infected cells (134).
though total wrasti of IPA were higher in the nuclear

Al¬

mitochondrial

tract 1ms, only the s&crotorol fraction showed m lnctesse in the rate
of incorporation in infected cells*

They were tmsM-e to determine

whether this was d«e to the incrostod turnover of pro~#»istlng 8HA or
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fcb® synthesis of * nm species of fMk (%$%}..

Very recent studies fey

Saltean, Sh&skin and Sabring have &hmn that a viral wesaenger-IMA of
high Mlaetilar wight appears In cells shortly after infection md by
2S to 5.5 hours accounts for 86% of the cytoplasmic fiGfflt, (226, 227).
This r~MCA has « beta eewpeeltlen quite stellar in »om but not all
respects to that of viral DMA, is not associated with ribosomes > and is
probably sot »ynthmimd by the nuclear

which form

c# l Ivtlar rlImmmnhiI *IHA.
Specific viral proteins
Certain specific viral proteins synthesised during the course of
infection nay have, a structural role.

Others my have a functional role

as mzym% utilised is the synthesis of other viral consonants♦

There

my be specific viral proteins without any hw structure or function.
Mvmmm qualitative studies on the synthesis of viral proteins have been
reported.

Recently it has been shown that m mmy m IS or nor© virus-

specific proteins my be produced during the cycle of viral replication,
but it hm net been possible to determine which of these are structural,
which are functional, md which possess neither of fhose activities (S).
Of the proteins which have & functional role. & 2 to 5*fold, increase
in the activity of cytoplasmic

lye©rase has been reported is ex¬

tract# free vaccinia infected IB cells, but it is not clear whether this
is different ftm alalia* onsyncs found i» uninfected cells (HO, 111,
17S).

A» increase in the activity of thfaidylete kinase has also been

reported (176).
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The mly detailed studies that have bmn iupttstod an the induction
&£ msym-9 following poxvirus infection concern the induction of thyaidlaa kimm (Td&~kim$&),

This mzym acts in $h* phmph&tylntim of

thyulAiiio to fern its sor^phetph&t# end ®«y be ijapertsmt in the synthesis
of viral $Ng,

km (mnti that in Hal® calls infected with rabbit-

pox mv$ ccvpox there if an Increase in ?dR~kinas« activity t© 6 tim$
that of control levels (173}.

This activity it induced within 2 honit

after the Haw of infection, and climbs to peal level® of activity at
9 hours.

Ultra-violet irradiation of the vims has no affect on the

induction of this antyeie, but does damage * factor that limits tho levels
■of the antyae after induct lor*«

In this instance TdR-kinaae activity

continues to increase after § Hours, reaching levels 21 to 24 tlisas
those in uninfected controls.
virus can repress this process.

However, su$wtisftogtion with non-irradiated
The control of this induction and re-

press ion of TdR-kinase has been wurfcod out lit careful studies using
actinoBBycia 0,, which inhibits BNA-dependent~8hA synthesis, and puromyda, which permits virus to be uncoated, but blocks ttjfetequtttt protein
synthesis. (175)*

It 1ms been found that both ttKA synthesis and protein

synthesis era essential for both the induction and repression of TdRkinase.

If the synthesis of S8»A it allowed to talk© place, gmrooydn

can prevent its expression by blocking synthesis of the enaysse*.
Similar ©jq^erlsents have hmn conducted in vaccinia infected L cells.
Using altaayei* C, an inhibitor whldt interfere# with O^A tossy late and
my prevent the uptake of T<$& into new 9MA, Kit et al* have added
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support to the idea that tdrai 8li^4o(HRs^«at»l^ iy»tl»ii* is needed
for Tdft~k!nas« induction.

Suppression of vaccinia 88A synthesis or

boat ceil DHA-depe*s<i»at-fSNA synthesis ha* m effect m this process
(156).

They have slie studied normal and mxtmt strains of both cells

and virus which lack the ability to indue# Td&~kt«ase,

It is apparent

that this mtym cm be induced by either the host call or the virus,
and once induced, can. b© utilised for either host cell or viral tMk
synthesis

(16).

k protein synthesised during the course of vaccinia Infection which
my have neither a structure! nor a functional role is vaccinia! twmagglut in (HA),

ioh and Riggs were ©hi© to demonstrate Its appearance by

fluorescent antibody at ID hours,, after mature virus had been f&rmd
{161).

Certain strains of vaccinia exist which do not produce HA (92)

and yet they ©ay be infective in animals and capable of inducing normal
amounts of Mratnliaing antibody (56),

Vaccinia! HA can be Inactivated

by specific antibody with no effect on virus multiplication (lfl).

Cm*

versely vaccinia multiplication may be inhibited without appreciable
effects on. the amounts of HA formed (lD2)a

boh and Riggs have said that

HA is simply a by-product of vaccinia infection (161),
not be dismissed this quickly.

The problem can¬

It appears that on the CAM, vaccinia

infection yields 2 fcMMgglutiAriL&s, ©«© atdlaeatable HA which is virus
specific, the other a ^floating** HA which is specific for host tissue,
both normal and infected (265) „

For unknown t@t$M in tome strains of

vaccinia the lost of HA has been associated with extraordinary changes
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in toxicity CSS) .

At tli# present tim the p>»dl* nature mi function

■&{ vaccinia). hemagglutinin remains m anlgsi*.

Ouse the m&mtl&l vim I protaitis and J3WA haw© hem aynthmised*
they mmt bn m&wtfol*4 imm ccwplatt infective panicle# and smAMRi
veie&#e4 £ro*§ the beat ceil*
at© poorly understood.

The mohml&m involved is vires assembly

Studies with fluorescent atitibedles have shown

the classical. IS and ffi' mtt%M9 to eon* together only after 1*16 hours
%&m elapsed, and this- coincides with the appearance of mtweo virus (141)*
There are ether studies in agroofatat (43) hut certain proteiss say be
associated with viral UNA »eh earlier, befbr© infective virus is present
(233)«

0a the morphological level, the unit recent electron microscope

studiftf show that let# la the rep Heat ion cycle, the outer cost of the
virus panicle encloses a. diffuse was of ssateria! which contain# viral
0HA (143),

Cfect this ppacots has been accomplished, this internal mater¬

ial differentiates into the various cmspcaioats of the mature viral par*tide, the viral earn, m& the two lateral bodies {?1|, 1)*

Nothing is

kmm #f the bdetitandeal eechaniami involved in this process.
fro®. «n that is known of the replication cycle of poxviruses. It is
clear that all of the particles Multiply at the xme rata, reaching
maturity together.

This has been repeatedly confirmed with umetms

strain of virus is mmy cell syatewi (f8, 106, 187, 123, 2415*

Is all

of thus# studio* tfetts has been only a lisp fraction of Infbetiv© virus
released into the Mediae while soil# are still viable.

Sonic disruption
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of colls allows mccmrfj of practically all of the virus present*

There

imy bo two wthods for the spread ©f virus flnwi one cell t© ase&ber*
&cr/e$ and Sfattei* ebsetved antigen containing projections fro* the cytoplasa of infected cells and suggested a direct cell-to-cell spread through
cytoplasmic cermetti©as (1S9)«

On both CAS mid in ifteU cell cultures

the addition of meetrailslag antibody to the calls shortly after tafeetlen does not prevent, plant*© formation (ttt* 261),

This progresses

despite the pres©ace of extracellular antibody*
the other nantter in which vime may be released frees the cell is
through the disruption of the cell itself (1Q0).

this Is best considered

as part of the subject ©£ viral toxicity in general and will be dealt
with in the next section,

la animal virus studies there are fm aspects of Infection ns poorly
understood m the pattMtgfBesis of viral toxicity.

It Is well-recognised

that viral eoltiplication and toad city to the boat cell are mt nee© war¬
ily related*

Som® viruses pay cause cytopathlc effects (GP£) .in om

type of call but not another»

In similar fashion a single cell nay bo

susceptible to the cytotoxic effect of e»« virus but mi mwther, although
the second vims is fully able t© replicate.

Indeed, inactivated or in¬

hibited viruses my cause cell death without replicating.

The wide

variations in cell susceptibility and viral toxicity seen in vitro are
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alf« fmm4 in Infection* of whole aniftaia m$ »,

The mszhmim® of

toxicity to the ceil and the host my fee related t© th® release of twMrly
mp.ilcm£m4 inimtim virus.
Poxvi ms toil city in yitr©
Studies with very high ctmcentrat.i«ms of active vaccinia vims
have pwdiietd toxic affects in l coils (229)> mm® md hmm laucocytes
(186)* huaan s»l«s calls ($1) and fatal amiss lung cells (S6t ST) *

The

initial <efa*ft$*s have been agglutination of the cells, followed later fey
lysis*

In leucocytes inactivated virus is also toxic, but thermally i«-

activated virus fails to cause CPS in t cells and fetal mm* lung cells.
In kxmm assnion colls toxic changes aft loss sever® with inactive than
with active virus,

Neutrelisiag antibody .given at the tim of Inocula¬

tion my prevent. CPI (31, ST, 186),

Virus inactivated by ultra-violet

irradiation my lose its lafactivity hut retain its ability to produce
toxicity (37* 186),

In oath of those system toxic effects have been

soon lifdafMutaMit of virus imltiplieeti*©,

Studios at lower temperature*

and with various metabolic inhibitors have suggested that toxicity is
not related to the formation of soluble heaakf&lmfiliti&s (37) »■
The phenomena* of toxicity hat been studied more carefully in
os^fyonic rabbit hldney cell* infected with rabbit pox (I).
have boon toon*

Two effects

If infective virus- la being produced, by I hour® the

ceils begin to fuse with ©ft# another.
absence of viral multiplication,

Tbit does net occur in the

F» 2 to 6 hours, however, the cells

become rounded and this occurs mm when replication is Inhibited by
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ultra-violet irm&iMtim of the virus, or by trooting the culture with
aodiuss aside or isat

tuthieseaicarb&zm®„

iwai4l&g of the ceils is

awaqpanitd W the production of at least IS soluble viral antigens
which tie also produced daring « nemutl growth cycle.

Viral toxicity

therefore ssw to bo related to a partial virus growth cycle, but
whether any one or asere of those antigens is responsible fox toxic
change* has not boon determined*
free what Itas bvm said above, it does not seem tss reason able to
speculate that «# or mm factors are produced during the cycle of
virus replication, that sight trigger a mechanise In the host cell r«~
sponsible for toxic minding,

The ease or perhaps other factors .nay

trigger the a are or other aedumismi which lead to call lysis ar*d the
release of infectious virus.

If replication la blocked at a point after

this crucial step, cellular change* may continue to run their course in
the absence of the production of infectious virus.

These consideration®

all suggest that when toxic or c^rtopatfeic effects occur they art the
result of * specific process set in notion within the call by the virus
as its replication process unfold#.
Attention has recently centered on the

of whether these

effects are due to the activation of cellular lysesoaes,

Allison sad

3s**4oli» studied this pmtetm in mcmfcey kidney call© in feet ad with
vaccinia (2, 3).

They have assayed levels of $ lysosomal easy*#*; B*

glocuxoitidaae* acid phosphatase, acid protease, ec!4 liftAase and acid
ONAaao*

Increased levels of activity far all of these assyiROf have
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boon §omi «t 6 hmm3 a point in tl*« feeim its# appearance of ©icr«f~
seopic evidence of cellular

Thi* suggests that eoopiete replica*

tioa iss net necessary for their act i vat loo.

It is set necessary to invoke

the Induction of titus*a^eeiflt eatyoe# to explain cytotoxic affect*•
dUelfit anoxia, increased acidity secondary to the oet&bolie offsets of
viral Multiplication, or perhaps a viral protein nay serve to activate
these

this question km alto hear, storied in a mm

Halted manlier fey Wolff a»d

(26S}«

They were unable to find on

increase in t-gliaMmUtoe or acid phosphatase in vaccinia infected
guinea pig *pl*m roll** twat their studies are not convincing.
absolute lave is of lyao*e*al lapses nay not be important *

The

Whet, setters

is where they are .located in the cell* and whether or not they are free
to set*

Further studies ©o cel Inlet Immmm arc certain to appear*

and it. is sot too wuch to aspect that they will provide explanations for
the release of infective virus ftm cells and the cytotoxicity of pox¬
virus inftetloos«
Pesviret toxicity in vivo
■•**>-*•' ..w*«

^ ■ HHH&?} a*#r-• •*>*** •.. -

Safer* discussing the problem of poxvirus toxicity in the aniaal
host, it taaay not bo out of place to mmtim brio fly seme recent obser¬
vations m the aoehaaiawi of cellular dosage caused fey ether viruses»
In nice m4 in cultures of mouse liver and spleen cells infected with
anne Hepatitis virus, almost ceoplat# protect ion in vivo m4 complete
prevention of CF® In vitro can ho achieved fey treatment with the antiMelamine diphmh:y4rm4m (2$t4 .21-?},

This occurs despite the fact that
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virus mltipiies to th« smm extent m it doer* in conla $« way, 4iphaaliy4vttRlxMi protects those cells from a normally

lethal infection.

This drug- is known t© inhibit fhosphoprotei® tursover

is toil weubrim©®, and this turnover is directly related to «si energyindependent decrease la the taasw^wj aovesient ©f water end potassium
ion* (141).

I» »reiat«*4 studies on tiueapheloeyttcarditis virus infected

S, ©ell* it he* bees shewn that early in the course of infection theIn¬
flux sad efflux ©f potassium lass is increased ($?)*

Initially the intra¬

cellular potassium concentration is sssiistaltt©4, bet later, shortly before
tbs release of infective virus, gross permeability changes take place
mi potassium In lust from the cell*

These mpmtimmts Imke m import men in the light of recent mrk
by lailtar, Natter md §em ©» the physiologic disturbances in fatal
rabbitpox infections {}!)♦

The clinical appearance ©f dying animals

plus th® know ledge that virus, could k isolated in high cl, tors from the
adrenal glands at first suggested that death might be secondary to acute
$dksm&l Insufficiency.

this was ruled out an the bast* of iaooaimtibla

changes in blood glucose and t#ini sodium levels.

Elevated levels of

blood urea nitrogen m4 aonn potassium mm seem, auggoatiag the possi¬
bility of renal failure,,

This too was ruled outs,

It was ftamd that

animals dying with rabbit-pox developed a precipitous fall is blood
pressure 2 to S days after tbo onset of ftwt,

They either died outright

or maintained marginal blood prosatti** for a day or tm before, dying.
Pressor seines war® entirely without effect, in these animals, mi mly
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mm ateUMl out of many improved after & .large dose ef cortisone,
potoasiusi

Sovuo

drwt abortly before 4@is.fli revealed striking rifts*

roofing fro® 3.$ to IM mi ltifNitdVAifHitt per Utit;

The mean mx»

fKftassite leval fair mm®l mbMts Is 5„3 *e<t/liter; in fatally Infect@4
Mittilt it was IS«2 oeq/liter*
la poxvirus infection* there Is reMOBefelo evidence to suggest tfrot
the degree of vlresti* reflects the severity of the iltaooe and my indeed
indicate the prognosis*
correlation (74).

ttamie sad his gremp were the first to make this

In smallpox it wm found that if virus vex* preseat in

the blood it a concentration of 10* CAM infecting doses or more per sslHi¬
lt ter m the second 4»y of Hines®, virenin would persist end the pot loot#
would probably die*

If vItu® wore present »t 10^ infecting dosoo/dtl or

lea®, viremit would dtoagpeor end patients would recover,

More recently

Boulter and Vootwood have nade iistUnr observation* in rabhitpox (202).
knimlt dying before the eighth day of iuimimnt la feet lea had higher
titers of virus in their blood tkm those dying later, and in the few
animals which survived, oimnlt was lew im titer and irregular.
From these im observations e® viiwis, setae potooelo* levels m4
•ted?, and twm ©otto®ponding findings in vitro cm cell toxicity resulting
fro* a partial vim® growth cycle, the ponslbie activation of lysosanca,
and the loss of intracailula? potassium* on* may speculate, as Ites tweed
he* recently dose (2b2)* m the events which, precede death fro® poxvirus
infection®.

After the infection of a cell by a poxvirus, a process is

set 1© motion that eventually result® &o the death of the cell*

Ordinarily
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this fww® is irreversible.

It my fee

by cellular lyseseees,

and it my c<mt wher: the infecting virus is eeabie t© ©©eplate it. mm
replication eye 1* m-4 £om mm virm .

This presets of eel I death i$

by dkm$m in the ©ell membrane that lead to a .Ids® ©£ irntr®*
cellular potassium,

Is sees Instances petsesis* less m3 mil death my

he prevented despite virus miltipUeetles fey the presence ©f mwbtmb*
agent* such as. entlhittMiftes,
I® the aaimi heat m4 in mm* «t checked vim mXtlplimtim leads
to widespread cellular necrosis,. with the release of large eMsents of
vim and p®tm%im irt© the drculs&iest*

large *mmt& ©f virus in

the cirewletion any infect the eqpillery endothelium« ©r onto probably
littoral. ©ell* found la association with capillary endothelium.

the loss

•of capillary integrity following infection my fee responsible for the
loss. &£ lari# smimt® of fluid into interstitial spaces s giving rim t©
the vesicles sear* In the skin, but r*#r& Import ant ly ©eosing severe hmm*
mmmstmtim and hpgMmleai**

Shock. appears seeeftdssy fo hypevelesie,

and the damaged peripheral vasculature is unable to suspend t© pressor
■Mines*

Of perhaps ©%esl im^rtmm In the terminal mmh sgrndrene,

large mseett of circulating potssaiue «ey have a direct toxic effect
on the .uyecatdivw* causing either cardiac arrest ©r fibril let lea with
death*
There is hardly any direct evidence supporting these speculations„
On the ether hand there it nothing
mzkmilsrm*

which is inceepetible with these

The problem of virus toxicity in the mimt host doused*
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Intensive investigation» bat if the Uievvture is smy Indication», it is
being neglected by all but s handful of investigator* (34 9 262)« Here
mmt be Isaeim ©f fluid and electrolyte changes such as hypovolemia and
hyperfcalasia, and of changes in the calls vital organs such m the liver
mi heart.
Foxvinu® Infections arc not. Invariably fatal.

In both experimental

aoiMls and in mm the toxic changes tils cussed in this section nay not
be as severe or nay not occur at alt.

The result is spontaneous recovery.

The hoe* mmt possess its own nochaskiaas for resistance and recovery
tm® poxvirus infection.

Realstance aad fiecovery. In Poxvirus Infections

Op until very recent tinea* the host defense against poxvirus infec¬
tion has been discussed almost solely in terns of antibody mediated
oscheai*i*s.

It hat only 'boor, within the last 5*8 years that other nadt*

md$m have baa* proposed which either co^lament or perhaps act independent
of the classical aatibaty systems (10),

The ttimlot for ®ud» of this

verb has cent fnan clinical observations but so understanding of resis¬
tance end recovery f*o« poxvirus Infections has cess© largely fro® taper*
leant*! mtk with vaccinia in a variety of in vivo mi in vitro system *
$U cession will focus m the role* that antibody, delayed hypersensitivity
and interferon play in resistance and recovery from poxvirus Infection.
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Antibody
Standard teaching

<111

tfe® •«fej|e«t of recovayy and resistance to vac¬

cinia infection until a fm years age dwelt solely epee tlio role that
antibody ployed In this process.

It is quit© clear that res is tone® to

vaccinia infection mn bo passively transferred fra© cm® animal to another
with iamm®' senna.

it soem* logical to uiuw that persist«oco of mew-

trailting antibodies plays a major role in tho prevention of reinfection
and It has often been observed that virus titers in primary infections
begin to fall as antibody makes its appearance {SS~f§).

Yet a definition

of the precise identity of this neutralising or protective antibody has
only recently been attempted.

Specific antibodies cnrfosjMandifig to the

classical vaccinia! antigens, the LS or labile-stabile soluble protein
antigen, the M? or nooleoprotein anti gen and the 'HA or hm$ggiutioin*
are* all distinct fro© neutralising antibody*

Recent studies have shewn

that a larger number of soluble antigens arc forced in colls infected
with vaccinia {$) and at least m® type, the HA antigen, way be coofoood
of a host specific as well as ® virus specific hemagglutinin (2dS).
The nature of the specific protective antigen in pexvites in foot ion®
ha# recently been studied, by Appltyatd md Westerned (d, ?),

neutralizing

antibody is pvoditeed In highest titer after infection with active rabbiipo* md vaccinia .virus, yet inactivated vine it also capable of inducing
the production of antibody.

Soluble antigens with © -molecular weight of

100*26$,000 have been prepared frets both viruse* mini differential ecutrifu.gat.iea and filtration technique#.

These miigisi are capable of
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blocking the activity of neutral!2lag antibody*

Given s^?cut©n©ously

w ith adjuvant, or intravenously without adjuvant they arc able t© stlmilata the formation of neutralising antibody in titers equal to or greater
than those following infection when tested in vitro.

Yet when a direct

eeMpesitOB la wade in vivo by challenging the immunity induced by either
soluble antigen or previous infection,, no correlation can be found between the titers of antibody and the Immunity present *
is better following infection*

Actual protection

This my indicate that factors othor than

circulating antibody ar® concerned with protection, against infection.
Evidence that antibody is not solely responsible for- protection baa
com fro® two sides.

‘The addition of antibody to vaccinia-infected cul¬

tures of mmmucimt cells doe# not cause per&ammt inactivation of the
virus C$6)«

It Is known that ©van » largo excess of antibody nay fail

to inactivate a small fraction of virus *

Observations in nan have also

shown that largo doses of hymrlmmm® gamma globulin ©ay fail to alter
the course of progressive vaccinia (62) and indeed this condition has
been observed in a patient with good titer® of bis own neutralising
antibody (196).

If resistance can be absent in the presence of antibody,

it is equally clear that resistance say exist in tho absence of antibody.
This observation was first made in guinea pigs infected with vaccinia
(72) and more recent studies In the saw animals treated with doses of
radiation sufficient to suppress their antibody response for 28 days
have ©hewn that complete recovery can occur within 4-11 days (98),

In

turn it is well known that resistance to a wide variety of viral infections
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®ay occur in hypo- ©r eg&iwagiotrnl immlc patients (107).

The existence

of true e§aBM$lc<Hiiin«ttia Has recently been called into question md it
seem that these patients m&y b# capable of producing normal antibody,
although la greatly reduced

(17).

This Important observation,

however* should not be allowed to overshadow the we It-documented dissoci¬
ation of antibody levels &ml the degree of resistance to infection.
There can be m doubt that neutralising antibody has m important
function in poxvirus infection*

It does not appear to affect the uptake

of virus by colls (221) yet it nay prevent the phagc-cyt A led virus par¬
ticle from escaping its surrounding vacuole (68)*

If antibody fails t©

prevent infection* it nap be due in part to direct cell-te-cell spread
by the virus 5 thus avoiding exposure to circulating antibody (18S),

Yet

this does not account for the resistance seen in the absence of antibody,
end it it quite evident that other mechwdms are involved,
delayed hypersea-gltivity
Sesistaisc© to infection smy be mediated fey cellular as wall as
kmmml factors.

Dienes and Meterman were the first to observe that

guinea pigs infected with vaccinia began to heal their lesions after 4
days (72).

By 6 or 7 days their sftins showed the ability to respond to

intradarmel vaccinia with a typical tuberculin-type reaction character!zed

by a dens© mononuclear ceil infiltrate,
12 days.

Antibody did not appear until

In recent years lifer* Salvia and Pappenheiatair have shown qui to

clearly that it la possible to induce delayed hypersensitivity to puri¬
fied antigens well before the appearance of corresponding antibodies (.255).
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Using similar techniques in guinea pigs, Turk end his oMseifcat* have
demonstrated that the lesion of iwraceinstft«s Is one of delayed hypersen¬
sitivity and appears Sn the absence of antibody (2SI) *

This reaction

effects a slight hot significant fall in the titer of virus Isolated fro®
these lesions as compared to the primary lesions.
has been the nonspecificity of this reaction.,

Of oanstdorafelo interest

Animals sensitised to PPD

and challenged with vaccinia have shown decreased titers of virus,
Pittcus and flick have extended those observations to the primary
lesions theeaelves.

Children reveecinaied with live vaccine two days

after primary vaeclstatio* develop accelerated responses that are iden¬
tical with the prtmry response in all respects except site (19®),
Hypersensitivity to an inactivated virus preparation can be seen as early
as 4 days after the initial infection.

This suggests that even the

primary response to vaccinia is one of hypersensitivity.

&ewbem rabbits

eade tolerant to vaccinia with an inactivated preparation later fail to
develop a local reaction to both viral antigen and to live vaccinia, and
infection is associated with a high mortality (PS).
specific antiaonemtclear cell smm but not

Is guinea pigs
ieiw cm prevent

the devalepeeat of a ptlmtf reaction, to active vaccinia and a delayed
reaction to inactive virus and also bovine mrm globulin m3 di&itT©c&lerefMmsi** (197),

The nonspoel.ficity of this response has also been

suggested in experiments where inbred strains of rabbits with varying
degrees of tuberculin hypersensitivity wot# tested with vaccinia (199),
Vaccination and testing with inactivated virus were followed In one week
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by first BCG and th&u cbu llmg® with ©14 ti&erculin.,

I ft all cm® $ the

tiffins and severity of the two typo# of lesions wore similar.

Animals

with an inbred resistance to tuberculosis behaved m if they were inbred
for vaccinia resistance*

Animals note susceptible to tuberculosis lost

wight following vaccination and sene died.
The ceils responsible for delayed hypersensitivity reactions smm to
include oacro^ages,

Their singular importance in determining the- out-

come of poxvirus infections has boon discussed in a previous section.

Of

interest then are observations which suggest that the findings mentioned
above are not singly wasifestaticas of local cutaneous reactivity,
spleen and kidney cells taken irm immm and

Rabbit

animals» cultured

in vitro m& then challenged 2 to 3 days later with vaccinia show simi¬
lar yields of infective virus from kidney cells but a significantly lower
yield from immunised spleen cells (243),

Antibody has no role in this

system and the immunity is specific,; challenge with herpes simples pro¬
duce* bo differences in yields.

The resistance of the iffnenised spleen

cell cultures disappears after 7 to S days when naciepbaftf are largely
overgrown by fibroblasts (III)«

Other studies have shown that mouse

macrophages are wore susceptible to Infection by a virulent than an
attenuated strain of «ctfronffUn (215, tl$),

Hacrepfcages fro® both sus¬

ceptible said resistant nice are equally susceptible to virulent strains
of octree*®!!* in vitro,

However, iwunc macrophages wore readily pha$«cy«

tise virus, end this property is independent of .antibody.
How the resistance of immune macrophages and the strain differences
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i« texpmm to infection denmtatrated by Plains and Filch are related
to the notion that genetic differences i» susceptibility to infection
operate m the ^crephege level is a prafeleai which, should continue to
challenge investigators (JOB)*
Intmfotm
The 41 s©overy of interferon l» 1@$? by leases md timdmmn hm
opened a new era in the understanding of resistance .and recovery fro®
viral infection* (126),

At the present time taswtedg* In this are® is

in a state of fl«w» but certain basic principles concerning the eat ore
and activity of interferon are well established «®4 have been discussed
in a mister of recent reviews (1.24, 129, 258).

Interferes* is a protein

with specific antiviral activity, produced by a wide variety of different
types of rn'imalian and mm avian cells tasted both in vitro m& in vivo.
It has a molecular weight of roughly 2§*I4,060 end as a protein is nm~
dialyt&ble and inactivated by trypsin.

It is relatively stable to boat

and rewains folly active after exposure to both high and low pH.

The

physiechenicsl properties of interferon vary somewhat, depending upon
the cell producing it.
ation.

Its biological activity is subject to less vari¬

It is Induced by both active m well m inactivated virus.

With

active virus, interferon way be formed even though the virus does not
replicate (10$).

Recent studios have shown that nucleic acids €rm

missal tissue, rlcfcettsiae, bacteria yeasts and plants sad even the
polysaccharide statolin are capable of inducing the production ©f inter*
feren (124).

Isaacs has suggested that induction of interferon may be
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dependent xxpm cellular recognition ©f "foreign nucleic acl4u (12®),
Interfere© induced fey one virus it capable &f protecting the sum typo
of cell from infection fey many other di ffsrmt Mtmm, and although it*

protective action is spooieo^fpoeitfle, this is only relatively $© (4*
25®)*

In- some ©ell® interferon *oy inhibit viral multiplication but sat

its cytopathle effect (12$)«

ft is ©»iy weekly antigenic end is not

inactivated fey antiviral antibody*
The mechanism whemby interferon production is initiated in calls
is not fully understood*

In vitro studios of colls in tissue culture

infected with eastern ©cjuin© encephalitis virus in th« presence of
actinooycin fl tmm shown that interferon production is suppressed,, while
the virus fm*ly aultipli®* (124),

Actiftongrolft 0 Inhibits the prmlmlim

of J^A^dependent AKA and- lfc> has suggested that interferon production in
this system is iindependent of viral protein synthesis and dependent upon
m intact cell genes#»

The induction ©f interferon mmt occur early 1st

the replication cycle, for ectinomycin D added 5 hours after Infection
does not block interferon production,

8h©» protein synthesis is Inhibited

fey puromycia or f>~f luotepfwmylaismine interferon production Is also
suppressed but it is not know whether these agents block the synthesis
of Interferes} Itself, or other proteins necessary for its synthesis (124,

$),

12

The interferon formed In infected cells is released by m unknown
mechanism.

its antiviral activity cannot fe© demonstrated

ext race! lularly and it does not appear to affect the adsorption or release
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of Yinxs ftm mils (129)*

There is a possibility that i«t«rfe?©n may

in s»e way be relate te mil tm&ptor sites (124),

latotforan -mem

te act after the uacoatifig of the witm within the mil*

It ms Initially

suggested fey Irases, Forterfi*Id and Satson that Interferon might uncouple
«|>h.©apboi'yIatiots, within the coll, depriving vims particle® et
th® energy noeeaaary for their vopttaatlwi (IS,* 12$)*

Thom 4©«s sew

to bt good c©yy#spond«mc« between the inability of viruses to grow at
lower oxygon or higher carbon final4* tensions and their sensitivity t©
interferon (129),

Sot ®©y» roeoat studies with dinit Mphotiel, * known

imcoupMr of mldativ©~pho$photylet iont have not supported this hypothe¬
sis and have shew instead that interferon acts m a n©n~fJt$A-dependent8HA.

This my he either new or nofgally present; in the coil end either

specifically involved in virus synthesis or atom sensitive to interfer¬
on (M2).
There also $wam to be toed correspondence between virus virulence,
its optimal temperature for growth and both Its ability to induce and
its sensitivity to iatnrfamn*
special interest here,

The studios with poaviruses arc of

Be da on and

have shows* that the higher

the colling tengoratwre at which pock# are produced m th* CAM, th©
sore vims lent the wi ms is for the particular host (29).

For ample,

variola major has a higher celling temperature them alattrimt the
highly virulent utvrtbt strain of rabbitpox proteas pocks at 2#C above
tfceneraal temperature of ltd host, aM the mm vim lent strains of
vaccinia usually have higher celling temperatures than Ms® virulent
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Ut«r ftwdiftg by ether workers with a mafeer of viruses including

vaccinia hare thorn that virulence i» associated with higher zm$amtwtm
for optimal growth (218),

Hie acre virulent viruses not only produce

loss interferon, they are also less sensitive to the activity of axogeneua
interferon (21$)*

interferon production in any one system has also bean

shown to fee greater at tewpefotwro* shove the optlaol growth t«opaTtt«ro*
for »cli particular virus.
It is got %m*m whether a virulent virus is able to avoid stimulating
interferon production or if it actively blocks it# production or action.
But it does «^po«r that with certain viruses, mmg theta Mow castle
Disease virus, the addition of active virus to cultures which have ham
stimulated t© produce Interferon fey the same, inactivated virus4 promptly
shafts off the production of interferon (124, 12$),

this yhafiowoitmi of

^Inverse interference” rmslm ©feature* hut it stos* generally true
that viruses either stimulate interferon without multiplying,, or Inhibit
interferon production and multiply.

This delicate balance km hmn

demon#trated la two excellent studies*

A small masher of good inter¬

feron producing colls am protect a culture nodi wp largely of more virm
susceptible cell# that are poor interferon producer## «al«st the
challenge dote of virus is tm strong (114),

And in a stapowbly conceived

•aposioont, CUatgow and Itabel were able to maintain cultures of wouae
eafctyo cells infected with vaccinia for 3 to 5 months by varying the
concentration of interferon in the medium {164},

If interferon were

allowed to accumulate, the cultures spontaneously recovered; if it wan
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removed to© frequently* the cultures were destroyed*

These latter

l

findings would appear to fee in agreement with observations in vaccinia
infested chick eefetyo fifesofe lasts where carefully cantrelief amounts of
interferon delayed the growth rate of plaques but 414 not reduce their
eventual maritar «r site

Aether interferon reduced the total

masher of particle# feiwed or «ste»oe4 the tie® necessary for viral
replication is net mmmr.
With mch clear-cut antiviral activity lit a variety of in vitro
n***4tri*.

systems, it is mt at all surf?rising that Interferon has dtamaatTised
similar capacities against vaccinia infections in vivo.

That it nay he

solely responsible for resistance and recovery frm primary vaccinia!
infections was first suggested fey Baron anti Isaacs (14).

It- had been,

known that chick embryos wore, highly susceptible to vaccl.nlal infections
until they ware T to l© days eld* when they feegen to develop resistance.
Chick eteferyes lack both the ability to tat® antibody and to develop
delayed hypersensitivity.

Their resistance to infection was directly

related to their increased ability to produce interferon *

Friedman

mfe feis co-workers hove extended those hfetarvationa to pisti pigs (ff)«
Animals whose ability to fam mtih&my and dove lop delayed- hypersensi¬
tivity had been totally stressed with Methotrexate and *-ray* recovered
fro® iatradesaal vaeciitia infections is the same manner a# did the «n*
repressed but similarly infected control*.

Vi arm disappeared fro® all

tissues at the sane rate* and interfere® assay* of the lesion* ware
roughly the seae for all groups.
The is vivo effect* ©# Interfax*® were first denonatvated with
vaccinia In rabbits (165).

Interferes prepared in rabbit kidneys ha*
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been shewn to protect against tntt&4«m*l vaccinia when injected locally
(127).

Protection against larger doses ©£ virusas can fee achieved only

fey inject lag interferon 24 hem* fee fore infection.
la chick cells and

Interferon pgepafed

kidney cells also provide? & high degree of

protection* the accroala usually following infection feeing greatly In¬
hibited or completely prevsnted (4) ,

Rabbit kidney interfere can. also

delay or starts® tfett lesions of vaccinia! keratitis in rabbits ($4, 149),
It talgSit fee mentioned at this peint that intfadersMii vaccinia in
rabbits hm provided at least part of the answer to the question of hew
cortisone inhibit® recovery free viral infection.

Sfeen applied topically

to leotboa, or given aystopically before infection* cortisone signify
icantly impairs resistance to vaccinia (39# SS).

Treated animals show

loss local reaction but the lesions persist longer tbiw in controls.
Virus is usually found in hitter titer locally mi systaatc InvelvtMct
i* were severe (39),

It is new known that cortisone* which can inhibit

the formation of interferon in other systems * inhibits the normal pro¬
tective effect of preformed Interfere® on vaccinia! lesions (152),

It

is probable that the general effect® of cortisone upon the local
watery response precede independent of its effect on interferon.
In man, interferon also new to play an inportont role in the
body8a defense against viruses.

Mm® mi Isaacs have deoonstrated the

complete absence of interfere® its the- lungs of patients dying with
influenzal pneumonia (10),

The absence of centre! specimens scarcely

lessens the importance of their observations.

With vaccinia, low titers.
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of intotfown prepared in mnkoy kidneys and Injected locally .failed to
halt the spread of progressive vaccinia in m infant (62), but morn
promising, results have b©on obtained with si*ilar interferon in n vaceioatlMi trial (230).

After receiving interferon in on® are, 38 volun¬

teers troro vaccinated in both suss 24 hours Inter.

With each patient

serving m Ms mm control, the interferon treated an® developed 14
lesions., the control, ares 37, thus indicating * significant degree of
protection by interferon.
This discussion will close with a consideration of circulating
ittterfefws*

is ell of the In vitro systems cons id# red thus far* inter-

fe»« hm bmn released only after a masher of hours, -often 6 or 7,
It Is of great interest then that large doses of infections virus, in¬
cluding vaccinia, when inoculated intravenously into alee produce
detectable mtm levels of interferon after only on® hour and peak
titers after mly 4 to 4.5 hours (in)*

Ken© and II® have confirmed mi

extended these observations (124, .158),

tforling with Sindbis virus in

rabbits, they found $otm interferon after 1 hour with peak, titers at
7 hours*

The sane virus in rabbit kidney won©layer# produces detectable

interferon f«m 7-24 hours after infection, but not before.
replication occurs after 3 hours.

Virus

To determine the source of this cir¬

culating interferon, liver and spleen cell suspensions were incubated
with virus and interferon was shown t© be .released after mly 3 hours*
Cells of the reticule-endothelial systess see® to be the source of this
rapidly released interferon*

It is sot yet clear whether this represents
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totally

synthesis of inter fa row, rapl 4 completion of synthesis from

high eeaooot rat ions of pmciirmm , or release of pyefonrood caopleto
ioto*ffcHN»«

It is of interest that tboxotrast partially inhibit® the

release of rapid interferon,

Ho has suggested this rapid iaterfoiwo way

prevent early vlrooit anf possibly death (124),

Confirmation of these

findings mmi be sought in oxpooinotital poxvirus infections* mi it Kill
be of great interest to knm whether interferon cm be detected in the
s®rm tot patients with smallpox, and if so, whether it Is in low titer
or absent in those who go on to death.
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CH&«mmRAP¥ of pcxvimjs infections

ThAeseolcerbgtcnftes

Antivitml Activity in gxpgfigentftl pexylrus infection* j,m vlyo
It has been fifteen years fine® the Initial observation by Itare,
Bernstein mui. imnmick that specific dietsetherapy of poxvirus infections
was a real possibility (117).

The availability' of the thiosmimtbumm

eeepotads. then being used experimentally against tuberculosis, prompted
these workers to me p-aeino^ben saldehyde" S-tfeieseo! earbazene against
wccinis inffcetlee on the chick (MstDioteie mmbTm& (CMfy.

Mtheugb

©onpiete protection was not achieved, there was a 8i.psl.ficast delay la
death of the infected entry©*.

Encouraged by thee# n««iti, ssict were

next infected intrmmslly with vaccinia m4 treated wMemmmmlf or
orally.

Again deaths were delayed (117* lit).

Protection cooId bo

achieved in & few enlmtslt ohm the drug was delayed five days after infec¬
tion. Inst bmt results occurred when mimls mm pre-treeted far two
days, then for ten days following infection with vaccinia.
group there were seas# *wniws,

In this letter

Thiesefsieerbaeones exhibited m anti-

vaccinl&l activity when they were Incubated with virus in vitro and thm
restoved before infection4

'the drugs smmd to act within the infected

cell itself#
These otmewetiCB* were confirmed end extended by Tbowpmrt mi hie
«o~werfeeit using first Aon-HM&etltttted bent aldehyde-$~t hieaettleasbasoae
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both m CMC md is intracereferaHy infected pJ.ce (24©),
tuted

Various substi¬

, especially isatin~B~tMo#«ivi ca?fei»w» (ITSC)*

also conferred protection (248* Pig, 2 a) and the sulfur raoeity was *hcw*i
to b# essential €m activity* the so»icurbstones having a© o&tlYirel
effect,

Whets fed In the diet at 0,6% concentration, ITSC giver as late

•a 48 hours after infect ten gave sosse protection,
uracil* which alone had only ad

Dich iorophenoxythi ©*

'antiviral activity* increased the nt*m~

her of survivors when gives together with ITSC (185, 2$®}.
experiments* two important ®ba©rmi<ms wore made,

In those

First* the protection

against vaccinia was primarily a delay is death* although a nuofcor of
aoieals mmmgmi to survive..

Tests for the growth ©f virus in brain® of

infected mice thawed that troafeeat Had failed to prevent the multipli¬
cation of virus.

Virus concentration® avoatiuilly rsacfced a -aax&fttai

plateau md imth occurred within the next 4$ hours,

%n sw mice* titers

of virus reached levels that wore not tolerated in untreated mice (247),
Secondly* thioioeicstfmtmm speared to offer no protection in rabbits
infected with vaccinia,

In six rabbit® infected intradereally with the

SHD attain of vaccinia., foemsatdehyde thioseoicarbastono end clmchmia»
aldehyde thieee)»le*rbaE©ne wore given l&tMperitmmllj in single daily
doses of 10® to 1$0&§ for 6 to S day®,

Prm their observation®a Thompson

and his oo^worhart concluded that therapy did not prevent the formation
of lesions at the ait® of Inoculation* “although gene-railt&iien of lafec*
tier* and Imltpost of neeroalt at the site of the Union ware prevented*
(247),

An imveperted watoor of rabbits were also infected totxncerebroliy*
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md here ITSC, gins in 3 deses of 2Sft»g/kg over a 4$*hmr period* failed
to give protection (24?).

These limited m& poorly decussated studies

created the u® fort wet© lapretslon that tfcfteseei catbesena* have no effect
la rabbit*.

Macawes citation® of those studies in the reeewt literature

attest to this fact, and the result has been a total neglect of the
veceir.i s-infected rabbit as & system In which further studies of the
fliktivrial activities ©f tMmmimtf&Mumm cmH he carried out (20, I0,
245, 24bju

This has hoe© all the mre tmfortunat# since later studios

by Sauer have 4mm$tmted a far higher degree of antiviral activity
against vaccinia than was seen fey Tbenpaea and his group (20),
in the last decade, studies or* the thiose^icarfoaaone# haw concen¬
trate© oa ITSC and Its substituted derivatives.

Sauer was the first to

show that ITSC given 12Sm^/kg mkmtmmmly twice daily gave complete
protection against death in mice infected iatfaearsbtally with up to
10,009 I*%q ©f vaccinia (S0)«

Virus was still able to multiply hut at

a titer 1 log mil lean than in untreated Infected control*, and was
probably raapoaaihla for she subsequent iasmalty $.h.mm< in surviving alee
to a «^aii#nga dost of iOU ifibg of the $ase virus*

More recent studio*

have shews that as little as 2m$ ®i ITSC given sefecutsneeasly twice daily
for 4 to S days protects infant nice against latreearsferal infection .
with up to 100,000

of the Utrecht strain of rsl&itpcNK (It)*

These

entasis develop immmity mt mly t# rabbitpo* but also to vaccinia,

A

•east interesting finding has been the inability' at ITSC to protect »ice
against octrees11* (24, IT),

However, the nedtlted 4* ?4* dlaltylttUUMeel*
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of itfttis or it* iiHUfcylH^otitoted derivatives give mml Imt
protection agalaot P l$se of ectrooeiia but are Ineffective egalnst
vaccinia.

$£ groat importance has Won the dOMOfistratifla that infant

mlforxaly mteeptifrie to fatal infection when inoculated iwtfacero**
brolly with 10® U)^

of aiastfi^* ar® almost cooplately protected by flU

ethyl-ITSC in deses ap to ISog/ig ettanftSReeesly given one* daily for S
days {2$}*

IftMNi inoculated with 10® UWq of the ftevey strain of vkiiaU

fcajer* similar teas of tTSC, f8-*e*hgrl* end h-ethyl-1TSC |iw ceeplete
protection (25* Fig* 2c) *

In the feouso-aiastri® $Y*temt M-otbyl-IfSC

lias a therapeutic imlm of 2000 (23) *
StttKtur*-i*ci:iirlt|. rolttioaehlfrg
The initial studios with thioowleoxhosonoo by tfciqpteh and his eeweikeie deamketrsted that anti viral activity was dependent u$*»n the fettio{TSC) side chain laid a cyclic cosffoncmt # other neiecnler
aedifleatlea* showing no antiviral nativity £2.4S) *

the caneioovi specifi~

city of different tMro«eic*«fe*s;enee for vaccinia. m& octree*11a has led
to extensive investigations by hnoor am1. Sadler to detemlne which pmr*
tieuinr ms locular structure are essential for antiviral activity (22* 222)
the basic structure of is&tis«§~thiesendit shown in Wig* 2«»
Kiaaerous derivatives of IT8C have been assayed against the IK® it min
of vaccinia given iatracerebreliy Im mice, and the results indicate that:
1* Notifications at positions 2 and 3 inactivate the ooogMHUS*
2* CoNtltiitlOtto sm the arena*it ring eaus* a loss or «- redaction
in antiviral activity greatest at position S, leas at 4 nod least
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at 7

5. Substitution* m position 1 have a different effect*

If the

relative activity of the pa seat compound ITSC it designated 109,
tt«aettgrl adbfttltution hm an activity of 202 (Fig, 2c); #«ethyl,
286; and 2*hydroxyethyl, 204,

If the sit!© chain is short©*' (e.g*

acetyl) * or lengor (e*g. propyl.}* or if it if «or® poll? there is
a decrease in activity,
4, H^licilldR of the pyrrolidine ring has shown that an all planar
cos figure! ion i% necessary, and that the orientation of the
- CSIOi, group relative to the ring nitrogen is critical *

Bvfest l~

4w

tutiens on this aide chain result in a loss of activity*

These

results suggest that antiviral activity in in sea© way dependent
upon the pres ©ace of is? inttMielecular,
bonded ring (Tig 2b),

hydrogen

Intreamieetiler hy&mgm bonding is alto-

characteristic of these meeker* of the benziaddeselc tMoseeii*
cavfeasdne group possessing antiviral activity.
So There is &ww mrpelation between the Ilf id solubility of ITSC
or its derivatives m4 their antiviral activity.
are readily voter solvit are inactive*

&&gHmds that

The Inability of active

eoepemdt to dissolve is* aeneous solution has created a signif*
leant grublee i» cfeemtherapjr#

The agent mat fat delivered in

suspension when given tub-cutaneous ly*

ITSC hm boon tmm4 to be

active when given orally, so this hat not. Nwt as nnfertonate as

eight have been expected,.
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5*
6* ITSC tom not eye-lisa in vivo t® f®*» m lodolothiotviatla®,
which might act ©s an an®l*»t4sWllt®s w is it
isfttlii. which might set as a

.

u>

There if no evidence

t© support its acting as • purine.„ ti^ptafthtaw m serotonin
oivtagoaiit*

Its street w® doe* sot suggest im antl-4ilf»tiftattid«

effect atal its activity does wt

dependent epos its chelating

*feillti*o«
7. The apecific mq^.mmnts for antiviral activity against vaccinia
mi ectrosolia mgg#$% a very ftamw iwog* of activity for each
coapeund vMch is dependant upon certain structural characteris¬
tics of ©safe virus *
ITSC la tlssia© culture anl go**lhl» oaohaniao of action
Moving fcaowledg® of which structural specificities are necessary for
antiviral activity Gsm not answer the ^eastlon of how this activity is
oxpxoaaod,

In vitro studio* with tissue

have feolpod provide $ww

insight Into the mtfomlm of antiviral activity of ITSC*

As would fee

expected jftes the studies in mice, vaccinia, rafefeltpoit tad to a lessor
degree ectroneila-iofeotad tissue culttites are stojcoptlfete to ITSC (2M) *
&dnrye»lc rabbit fcldaay colls are Ohio to tolerate ITSC %n concentrations
«p to 40aM/itl mi at this level are protected against
vaccinia or fifcbitpa**

TCIT^ of

Vim® is mot Inactivated to vitro, nor is its

adsorption to the cell or ocllpa® latorfanod with (SO),

ITSC dees not

act as a non-specific doprosssant of cell atot^Nsliswj other viruses cm
grow quite well is the presence of ITSC (234),
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There has bean m evidence m yet to suggest that the synthesis of
vim I tMh is inhibited by fftG«

i*B ceils tallowed by autoradiography

shew ae decrease in the tarnation of viral EISA (SO)*

in He It cells,

there It a© difference between the TdlMi^ uptake i*to IMA in infected
cells cleat mi in infected cells treated with ITSC (I!),

Inhibition is

net atecondsvy t© the production ©f s non-taactional. ONA; viral-IMA which
fees ccesHHilsttil in the qrtoplase is the pretence e# ITSC may he incorpor¬
ated lat® infective vims after the Agent it reoawed (W)*

If ITSC It

added, after the synthesis of viral fMA is complete* vims synthesis is
stin inhibited (11)«
With respect to the synthesis of vital protein* earlier studies in
vaoeini a~infe ct ed Kft cells using fimtmtmit antibody techniques suggested
that ITSC did act effect the synthesis of viral protein (§0) -

The In¬

duction and repression of thytsidine kinase mi IffiA-polyrntm# are not
affected by ITSC {!?$),

One protein not affected by ITSC is the ©ne($)

that may be xeopensibi* for eytopat-hie effect (€t*K) following Infection.
A number of studies have cmfitisod the observation that although viral
production is shut off by ITSC, cell destruction secondary to viral
Infection occurs regardless of ttootmmt with ITSC ($, 11* 134),

tocently*

expevimmss with purloin In voeeifda~intaeto<l Hal* cells have shown
that inhibition of protein synthesis ! hour but not 3 hours after Infec¬
tion prevents cytopatbic effect (179) •

The iupllcfttieii is that the

critical synthesis of a CPE causing protein botoeon t mi 3 hours la not
affected by ITSC,
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Tii® flati viral. effect of ITSC seems to appear nmr the m.d of the
replication cycle* m4 altbmigh peshqpi sill viral corf^eofs «r® syn¬
thesised, they cannot fee as sealed l®t& & mature particle (Fig» ?),
There docs not see* to fee any synthesis of intact but non.-infectious
particles (SI)*

The mehmltm fey ttitidk esaeafely Is Mocked 1$ not fully

leutofttoed* but there nr# data suggesting certain possibilities,;

Sadler

fee® recently stated that Antiviral activity my fee secondary t© the inter¬
calation of the planar hydrogen hmd®4 ITSC weleewle* with viral OKA
without impairment of oofoal cellular function (223)»

AppleyaTd and his

eo-wetfcevsi kw iIm that the viral inhibitory activity of ITSC is
greatly reduced fey the addition of ®cti»©wyei» 0* and completely pr@~
vented by the simultaneous presence of fUMtopfetagr!alanine, suggesting
that both fMJHIipOftdettt RKA m& protein iywfteeie arc necessary for the
action of ITSC (3).

If this is so* the Intercalation *f ITSC with viral,

OKA must mt fee such as to prevent the synthesis ef XMA~dependent FHA,
It is not clear how these findings fit in wltfe the Important observation
wade earlier by Appleyard and his ce-woffeers that in a normal cycle of
replication, at least IS soluble viral antifens are formed*

When ITSC

is added, it prevents the formation ef 4 of the aatlfpMl which arc flMftf
those appearing late In the growth cycle (S'),

Whether these 4 anti gens

arc necessary for the asaealbly ef mature virus particles Is not known,
la auawary, ITSC possesses antiviral activity Is vitro as veil m
in

vivo*

It does mt smm to prevent the synthesis of viral tMh net of

most viral proteins*

Hoover, final assembly of the viral particle is
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'blocked by a mechanism that regain* poorly mdorstm-d.
Cl Iniml use of tides iml g;/ rbe 'a ones In mn
The successes achieved fey the th ioremi caifeasenes in the suppression
of experimental vaccinia infections haw quite natureXIy led to their use
in similar Infections in aan*

There have been m reports on the effect

of tfelosmiearbmenes or, vaccination "takes.**
not be difficult te make and are needed*

Such observations would

Considering the ability of

XUdR to suppress vaccination ,;rtakes/* it would be in^oartoAt to know the
activity thiosei^ caffes sones under the s«es conditions (49) *
It is difficult to evaluate the effects of thiosoBicarbacones on
mere severe vaccinia infections in mm,

Such cases occur sporadically

and it is hard to imagine a largo series of patients bei«$ observed is
my one medical center*

The results of therapy in isolated cases re¬

ported in the literature make comparison impossible*

Bnmm vaccinate

may fee considered an unfortunate md ametlma serious oeaplicatlon In
an otherwise normal patient,

P-»©thyT-isatin-S~thioseMtarb*20tte (Fig,

2c) has hem give® in doses of 2SQmg/kg orally four tines daily with
apparent success (214),
©f gastroenteritis
toxicity,

Therapy was later followed fey a mmre episode

but it is not clear whether this was dm to drug

Blood levels of IfOt^/lOOml mrt achieved; thee# levels are

similar to those • found effective In tissue culture, but measurements may
have iaeliaded inactive or degraded forms of thioseaieerb&xone,
vaccinia is a mere severe

Progressive

occurring usually in patients with

i^unological or ether defects in body defense amrehamisms•
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Ita* mt been effective 1» preventing *f#ath due
to this condition in infants with severe $mm*global in deficiencies
(62» 94} ,

I» ore petlemt with lemkewla, the lesions of progressive vat*

tiaift remitted following therapy but concomitant administration of gvwm
globulin mkm interpretation of this reefKNit# difficult (69),
The tibmrv®tim by Hauer that ITSC protected ml so against vaccinia
while allowing vires msl tip Si cation to eoatimta lad to the caution
suggestion that ITSC night be effective In the prophylaxis of smallpox,
hot not in clinical disease-,(20).

fe Hernia# the demonstration that ITSC

protected mice against variola major (2S) & study was wadGft&m to deter*
mm the prepay lactic offset of ft-methyl «isatie-$~thi©semi csrbasone in
preventing smallpox la contacts of smallpox patients {26},

In 1101

treated cob tacts there were $ cases of smallpox: in H26 contacts not
treatm„ there wore 7® cases with 12 fatalities*

Effective prophylaxis

was seen with ore I doses as im as 3g twice daily after mnln for 4 days,.
Side effects wore limited to mmm and vomiting.

The protection con¬

ferred fey treatment wm independent of the iamtaiity acquired as a result
of vaccination* whether given In the past or after exposure to the known
index ease of smallpox.
Although there are »© published studies the prophylactic effect of
ITSC has net boors met ©bed by similar success in the treatment of cl ini eel
smallpox.

This pmfelm demands further study, and will attde^btedly re¬

ceive It,

B««t, the apparent Imk of success in treating clinical

smallpox in no way detracts trm the fm&mmnt&l algid ft canoe of Bauer*s
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Give* early

mtk,

* specific cbemeprephyiaxi$ against as severe

systemic viral disease is possible, ami this «1 &m should encourage all
«fe© are engaged la the search for milviral agents,

S -Iode-21 ^dcexymridlne (llidR)

the -$ynthmit &t 1848 w» achieved fey Pva$t>tf In IfSi (303)»

the

similarity between IU4R and thymidine suggested that it might fee used te
antagonist the incorporation of tfey&idime iota BNA of B«w&alia» cells
(Fig. 3).

Progress in the stw# of this compound as m amti-R#eplast1e

and later antiviral &gmt m4 its matsfeelts* mi toxicity in experiamftt#i
systems and in mm hm been the sobject of may reviews (44, SO, 20$,
H$~26i3 ,
in

No attempt will fee a&d© to summarise what cm readily fee found

these article*} only information relevant to the mere recent use of

ISJ4S as att antiviral agent will fee discussed, sM the reader is referred
to these papers for more detailed l&fosaatlett.
Antiviral activity of IU4P
the ability of 1848 to act as a metabolic antagonist to thymidine
in the biosynthesis of OHA ltd Herrmann to- the discovery in 1001 that
TVM

and mis© WM inhibited Hu» jfanmatlafk of plagues fey PNA-eamteimlng

vaccinia §»d herpes simplex viruses, feat met fey 8KiUcttit sitting tiroaa*
(123).

Thymidine reversed this inhibition.

These findings ware Mftflreed

ia vitro (1$1) and therapeutic activity was downstrated against both
vaccinia and hstpa* simple* whan 11M1 was added to tissue milt urea shortly
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after cytepathie effect* mm visible (16$)*

la the mmtim, nwmnm

staples had begun m the activity of Ilf# against b@ih of these viruses
in vivo *
Perhaps because ©f the serious problm presented by herpetic koto*
title in the felted States, studies m the antiviral activity of IUM
have concentrated largely m this coedit loan as it is produced experteMi*tally in rabbit* m\4 appears clinically la mm,

Kaufman was the first to

report success with ItMMl in the treeteent of hegfetle keratitis in rabbits
1146, 147),

The drug mm given topically every 2 hours fox 4§ hours.

These finding:® haw been independently confirmed in 4©**bl©*bii«4 studies
where. 6,1% StMR was given topically every 2 hours for $ days beginning
46 hours after infection (6*)* and is other experiments with JUdR* $~l©4©~
4mxycyzi4im (KM),

fives (106),

a reservoir for lUdfi, end their 4iacetyl derive-

Hit cartful, investigations of Jaarets and Ms os-workers

have shown that in infected control ©yes, virus Multiplication roaches
a sautisnye at 72 hours* declines beginning on day 6 and if to longer
present by day 11 ©r 12 (133)»

Steroids prolong the illness (155, 140).

Infected eyes treated with IIMt for f days yield little virus, but virus
titers my rim to wet* higher titers than in controls ©nee therapy has
been dlseentinnad*

Other authors have suggested that I IMS to Tittle

beneficial affect in rabbits with herpetic keratitis (S4)*
The use of tOfk In karpetic keratitis in mm has net with const4*
•ygble success.

Ctimftle eetneel infection ©ay result In ulceiatian and

blindness; spontaneous euros occur to mly 10% of cmm> and 4ebrlc©»nt
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or cauterisation have feeon the standard methods of treatment«

With

topics! I IMS. Kaufsaan at iL have ofetalfied 8- high percentage of «um in
superficial dendritic ulcers and is stv&ml ulmr$ within m average of
$ and $ days respectively (148).

Treataant i# usually given every hour

or two throughout the day tsi night for at least 3 to 4 days, often
longer.

Similar success has been reported in ifJd®§Mmd®rtt md 1 ess mil

centrolled studies (6S* 122}»

Less striding results hart also been re*

ported by ether workers (70, 109, 170).
Little attention has been paid vaccinia! keg*title $n rabbits,
laufeas and his ce-workei* treated a snail nusber of ««uperf!ci*l end
deep strenal ulcerations with 0,1% lUdft topically every 2 hours (ISO).
Therapy began. 2 days after infection m& was continued for 2 mi 4 days
respectively.

All superficial lesions were' clinically well after 41

hours of therapy but virus could fee isolated froo half of the treated
eyes*

Stromal lesion* were also cured, although again virus was found in

over half of the treated eye*.

Independent experiments with the sane

ays tee have reported no therapeutic effect, but therapy mm not continued
throughout the night (Ifel),
It it not known why deep atmmal lesions are mm difficult to cure
than. epithelial lesions,

However, it has been shown that after frees©

injury, liME has- no effect upon the goto of epithelial healing b«t does
retard the recovery process in the cornea (200).

There is m danger of

aystootc toxicity whan IthW is applied topically to the eyes (12).
The cutaneous lesion® of both herpes stqple* and vaccinia are
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susceptible to Writ,

With tatfe* infeetlea in iwfcfelts, M* Itsisaa ace

prevented fay X2-0m$/kg $imn
(97),

evety § heat* for tim 4*ya

%n mm %mtpm tiwplea mm a cours* of fro® 7 to 21 d*y$„

solution or 0*5%

fe 6*1%

of SIM1 applied 4 ti*©s daily #ay cue*

lesions In I to $ days (115) «nf recently good mmlts have boom efetetwed
In »

study using * Mri&fiedl spray gun technique (141).

Less

drseatic results heve %mm obtained, however, and tens workers a4vl.se
ftfMlMt the ns® of ItMi in post casts of <tttWRefttal herpes sissies (41) ,
With cvx.mmmm vaccinia in rabbits, Cal sores i, Met©line and Welch
dewenetreted that pmtmtlm against as imtch as iffi tiees m wmti vitas
could he mhim&4 with fiMl* I2'feg/i,f
iMMffiK for S days (45),

*y I hours or 60a§/ltg every 4

With those doses there was no evidence of drag

toxicity nor was there any depression of the iwmm^ response,

tIMt was

superior to other pytimiMm antagonists Including d-esawridine, cytosine
srsMnosida and SCdft (48).

hastens war® suppress** even when thorny

was delay®* as long m 41 hoars after inf@ct.lon (49).
effect*

av* been seen.

In nan stellar

fat fonts with advance* neoplasias, wh® had not

been vaccinated during the ptmiom 20 years, wore treated with there*
pmlls doses of IU4W or IC4ta

When vaccinated, ^tahe*" failed to occur,

hut when ravaecisRWlof I ooahs after therapy was discontinued, **tat»sw
occurred (49),

Hilt effect was not seta in all patients- however.

an independent foWhli«hliwf study 2$

Ip

patients mm vaccinates!

and eh*n treated topically with 0*1% IWM eiwtaaat 4 tl»§f daily begun
24 hours after vtecimtlm ($2),

We significant thetagwtt&lt effect was
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in contrast to the .food results seen with the same roglaen in hetpes

simplex (US),

those results may hnm been to to the mm serious lesions

produced by vaccinia, but mrb.&ps of equal Importiwee was the fact that
all of the patients tested had been vaccinated within the previous year.
The absence of significant effects with liidt may have bees due to the
general suppression of all lesions by active imvmt mechanises.
. actio**.
In the past §m year® the problem of fsw 1D4R exerts its antiviral
activity has boos the subject of intensive investigation.
m$t

As it happenss

of these studies have been toe with herpes slap lex rather than

vaccinia as the infecting virus.

The results of these studies offer a

fascinating complex of mechanisms by which ftME eight act* but at the
present ti»e one can only speculate m to whether these same mechanisms
ora at work when vaccinia multiplication is expressed by IiME,
Safer® the demonstration that lUdR possessed antiviral activity*
studies in mmasmilm cal It, primarily neoplastic* had already established
a lUKsbar of mchmlnm wherofey IMt interfered with the incorporation
of thymidine into OKA (71, 204, 20&
and thymidine is shown in Pig, 3.

The structural similarity of IW4R

the only difference is the substitu~

tien of an iodine in the Opposition in place of the methyl group « the
thymine stool ty of thymidine.
As a. metabolic antagonist to thymidine (T4J0 lUdt my act at the
level of thymidine kinase and prevent the formation of thymidilyic acid
(W) (Pig* 4),

However* both ?4t and IUdft are jdioaphoryloted fey cellular
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mzyms to their corresponding we-, di~
to pelymrlz&tlm Into PNA (Ptg„ 4 Legend).

tri-phmphate ferns prior
CoNpotltioR betmm 1W md

Ilf# for tfeymidylute kinase my inhibit the formation of TOP (Fig, 4, #2) i
aioHarly, competition by IIHf an4 TTP fox MU-poiyoma t my inhibit
WA synthesis (Pig* 4* §$).
Mere recent studies have two* led that TTf not only factions as
the iaaMdlate precursor for E&SA-thymidine, it also acts as a regulator
of the formation of tiff.
fzm a nmtoot of atadlea*

Evidence for its many sites of actio®, has coo®
TTF seem to IsMMt at least four mzyms

involved in the synthesis of Tiff, Including, thymidine kinase (297),

in

addition, hath Tdl and TTP o*y act as inhibitors of the onsyae asperate
ttnmc&vkmyi®sc early in the cycle of pyrimidine biosynthesis (!&?)
Perhaps 1U?P, bocHMMie of its similarity to TTf, my also act to inhibit
these sm$ mzywm, and thus decrease the rnmmt &t thymidine available
for ONA synthesis (P£$* 4, #4, #5),
It. mould be isportaat to know whether the mzyms mentioned above
as* acre sensitive to the inhibitory activity of itidi or it© phospftorylated
derivatives in infected cells than in non Infected cells.

No studies hew

bee® reported in vaccinia infections* hat Psusoff, takhle and $tkely
haw focontly di*onetrated no different Ik the susceptibility of thymi¬
dine kinase or thymidylsta kinase induced by herpes staples to the
inhibitory effects of ItJdfc and fllff (201),

So reports have speared on

the effects on l»4A-poly»erii»«, but if, as these studies suggest, the
antiviral activity if IiMl is not doe primarily to specific inhibition
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of mzymm involved to the Motyntfeesis of f5WA~?byml««* I?MP «ray exert
its antiviral efforts as a consequence of its direct incorporation into
virai~0WA* ttte result being the fersfttion of a wfraudulent tW* (fig-. 4),
Jtaweff and his co-workers have demonstrated that IOdft, as iodo*
uracil (1.0), i^y replace 3$t of fS$A-thy®dne in vaccinia (206).

This has

yet to fee demonstrated with heroes siwplox, hut occurs to a limited extent
with pseudo-rabies* a related virus (144),

The effects of this sub¬

stitution m the properties of eel 1**1 ar~£$tA include an increased lability
to stress and important biological consequences which include an increased
rate of mutation* increased errors- In protein format ion* an inhibition
of cellular reproduction end an increased sensitivity to radiation (207)♦
With regard to antiviral activity*, the possibility that M fraudulent-ONA*’
my came errors In protein formation is of great interest*

By comparing

the pK* values of thymidine and 11148 ftmofS hm calculated that at the
normal body f*t of 7,4 the proportion of the enoUc form of lUdR exceeds
that of thymidine by a facto? of 14 (205)»

This would increase the

probability ©f base-pairing errors, guanine being substituted for adenine.
As mmy as 300 genetic sites on EtfA could be altered by the incorporation
&£ *$ little m 1% of ttMR let© Mk (207),

Resultant arrow in the

replication of 0hA might load to either viable or non-viable mutants
(Pig, 4, te)*

Likewise, ''fwudulent-BJSA” eight lead to the coding of

similarly fraudulent messenger-RJ4A and. the synthesis of aberrant structural
proteins or inactive euayws (Pig, 4, #7).

It is teoun that resistant

$trains of vaccinia ©ay appear when allowed to grew is tissue culture in
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tli# pres*®so of

mncmtmtim® of M (76* 166),

Mutant

strata® of vaoeini* my appear in cultures of IM Mils treated with IU4S
of Kld% (76).

Those auttat strains art resistant to the antiviral effects

of those agents mul aye efficient in thoir abilities to Induce tfcywtdin©
and vatitikm kimm.
of a ending error*

It would bo issportant t© knm if this were the result
In tissue cultures infected with vaccinia and trested

with il5dl,> a largo wt of sos^lttfoetldw
SUd& nay replace 13% of WiA^thymimc,

virus shears (SI)*

Hith IlMft, ttoatuaat of colts in¬

fected either with pseudo-rabies vims {144) or with hotpot staple* (23S)
ala© remits in the forastlon of structurally iaperfect viral, panic!©**
These observations raise the questions of whether a virus-specific
ensyat i* noeesaaxy for the mmsl msmkiy of viral SNA and protein
into nates* vitm partial#*, and if so, whether a "fraudulent 8NAK re¬
sults in the pfodiietim ©f m inactive **mtumtfm rntym™ or r© ©my®®
at all (2Q7)*
Clinical ,,*»* of III#.
IUA Is a weakly acidic ccwpound, having a pKa of 8,3*
tively unstable to heat m& mnt ht sterilised by filtration.

It is rela¬
Its low

solubility necessitates its us* In solutions containing no note than S
to 7»y/»l (tS$)»

ls«e ItMI is broken down .1?% %h© gastrointestinal

tract, and thorapoutic doses refilly# large volwss, clinical me in man
is Uni tod to intravenous administration,
Initial studio* in nice showed that I IMP. was rapidly brofcen down to
iodouracl 1, m4 then debtlog«nt,tod to ff©» uracil smd free iodide (206) *
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Theae studies have boost confirmed la *en
end excretion of radioactive I

i si

The rapid degradation

IMR toads to the eppeereitc* of ?4t of

the radioactivity is the urine at 4 hours* and til wt 24 hotits*

Eighty

three percent of the tot®! radioactivity appears ns free iodide.

As- a

co&so^ueaec of its rapid breakdown adequate therapeutic blood and tissue
levels #f ItMi persist oo mote than 4 hours, and probably lest,
the major problem is the clinical use of IU4R is toxicity.

Sxper*

latent al stores is mice have shoes the meu-t® lethal dose to be 2.Sg/feg
(259} *

Invmp^riumml tUM given for II days produces aft *-%0 of

liS®g/kg.

If KJ#f/kg sire gives for 8 days, or ito$ per 2Sg sataal for

4 weeks no toxicity occurs (life)*

la dogs lQQ*g/kf intraperl tone*!Xy

gastrointestinal ami hea&tolegic abnormalities within It) to 20
days (259} *

Mult, rabbits are able to withstand relatively large doses;

12€mg/kg every $ hours- for 5 days has sot produced any sign# of clisical
toxicity (40).
Initial studies of the clinical pharmacology of U19R In mm were
reported by talabresi et sL is 1961 (44)*

Sixteen adult patients with

advanced metastatic neoplasms were treated with daily Infusions of from
17 to 124ttf

over a period of 1 to 3 hours *

total 4mm over the

course of treatment ranged f*©» 60 to 7tffo$/k$ for periods of fro® 2 W
7 days*

detailed intention was presented m 6 of the patients ranting

in age fro® SI to 76 years*

the s&ajot toxic satiifostatiwts of ItWR ther*

apy were leukopenia, stomatitis mi alopecia*

The occurrence of each

and its relation to the total dose of the drug is anotarised in this chart.
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adapted itm. Csl&bresi fit *U (44)*

Total f&se
0»gAg)

Nunhe* of CMsvtet

60-200
200-400
40O-6O0
600-720

ietd-openly
(Jess than
4000 or $0% of
h'BC*s initially
below 4000

4
4
§
7

StOMAtitis

Alopecia

Hone
1
5
7

l
Horn
7
7

Hone
I
7
he

patient died ©£ his
disease b*for« alopecia
coula■have occurred

Taa first sign of texieity was stomatitis occurring usually ©a the
4th to 7th day.

Leu&afneni& usually hecaa& evident es? the 9th m 14th

day, with & return to

or norms 1 lewis by 3 weeks.

Alo¬

pecia usually began after $ weeks and we® often severe enough to cause
total baldness,

total doses below 499*g/kS ©awed tori city in S of i

courses of thereby «s4 these mm mlnlswi .

Between 4OO-6O0®g/kg;. toxic

signs mm very fmqwmte m4 occurred in every pet lent treated of levels
abw* 6CKtegA$*

In no c&se, fMiovor, was the eventual death of the

patient attributable to the drug,

Other loss important 'Signs of toxicity

noted were anorexia, oc-caaicmel *4W nausea* waiting and diarrhea,
Moderate tbt^nbocytopeBia was seen twice, and mild iodise, as shown by
•dM* of the euctHts swash reaes, acuefarm dermatitis and ptyaiisn, appeared
in 3 patients,

these subsided when therapy was discontinued.

In the only other large series of patients report*4 I IMS was given
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alone or i» ccoMnotiafe with

filming fable

(FUdlt) Ct$<0*

Th#

the dm& md duration of etch wwe of ther¬

apy, anNS tfeo incidence of side effects.

40 Patients

mm

ttm

for
4-6 clays
lotos* t$ttg/kg
every alternate
deyr total
m-iwmfat
Stomatitis
Alopecia
Jodifs*
Hausen
Maries
leukopenia less than 10OO

S(J Patients

t
2

80- 100*g/kg

per day
total 4oh®j
240-600®g/kg

S9 Patient*
♦ pwr

mm

1 Onig/k g 1. Smf/k g

8*5 4mm

17
14
S
4
4
4

7
S
4

11
2

4
5
7

The toxic effect* mm mat severe in the nest debilitated patients,
especially ia those who hod received' prior t'herepy with feen© mm-tam
iHuppressiog agent* or who 1m4 poor renal function*

Side effects unique

to this group of patients were a fever* local reaction with bleb forma¬
tion at the site of into ion la a patient with urticaria pigmentosa,
and phlebitis at tfe# site of injection in two other patients*
of 17 patient* had profound toxic effect*,
had received eeubluetleu therapy.

A total

Six of the*® died and all

They previously had shewn severe

renal iapeigMMt, and their eemvea wort characterised fey *«*♦** diarrhea*
stomatitis, end hone ©arrow depression with terminal beaoxyfeeg* and in*
feetion
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Attests to prmml the mj&t aide effects have been made by
C&labreai (46) *

Stomatitis md ipsllateral eloped* were prevented

during i course of ItfdR therapy by concomitant in fusion of 4mg/kg of
thymidine into one of the external carotid arteries*

.local him® mrr©**

suppression was circumvented by the infusion of Suf/kg of thjftaidta* intoone of the hygogaattie arteries (ISO),

Although these interesting

stadias suppers present under*tending of the locus of action and *edt~
anissa of toxicity of 104$ * the methods used would not bo practical
adjunct* in the treatment of severe viral infections such as emllpox.
tIMIe ilWR has decided toxic effects, the limits of safe clinical
use see® apparent«

Aether large doses would he needed to treat sever©

systemic viral infections is not I,nova,

Proli.jai.nar>1' observations in matt

have sheen that vaccination ''takes** can be prevented with lower doses
(oae total dote of l$0&f/fcg ItfdR, another courts of f9i®g/kg of S-iod©~
2*~deoxyeytidin# daily for five day®) (4$),

ixperlsaantally It has bean

shown that the lesions of cutaneous vaccinia in rabbits can be eeafctdly
suppressed with dmm of 120®g/kg every S hoars for S days without
causing toxic si da effects (4P)«

It mmt be admitted that In both in¬

stances the disease produced is primarily a. local one and does not seem
to produce significant systemic toxicity,

Of added interest is the

recent finding that lUdt can paweftt the Multiplication of herpes simplex
in Mu cells at a concentration 1/16 of that required to inhibit cell
reproduction (46)«

Khetfctr significant antiviral activity occurs with

lower sub-toxic doses of IUdR is systemic viral infections such as
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zmllpm remains to be determined.
The possibility of late toxic comp licet ions of ISM& therapy hm
bmn discussed it? recast reviews (SO, 26#, 261).

the incorporation of

IUM into PM of normal colls raises questions of subsequent induction
of moptmm, potential fanatic damage or Infertility.

Other eoaplica-

tions which sight arise during treatment of acute viral Illnesses mi$ht
b® the dev©iopaeei of l&dfUresistant strains (42, 166),

More recently

it has been shewn that ilM$ may inhibit the production of interferes
(12$),

Only farther experimental and clinical trials can determine

whether these potential ©amp 11 cation do occur, tmd if so, whether they
are serious enough to preclude the m& of lUdft in the chemotherapy of
sever® viral infectiom.

6~Asauridlne (Astfll)

Mechanise of action of AtUR
Th# present interest in the investigation of AtUR m m antiviral
agent is a direct outgrowth of previous attenpti to develop specific
antagonists to pytMdim himynthesis which night be of therapeutic
value is neoplastic disease*.

Progress in this field has been period!*

©ally reviewed, most recently by ire 1 eh (SO, 66, 121, 20$, 261),
The anti-neaplastic activity of AtUR was first shewn in experimental
mouse tumors (151).

If is a remarkably stable compound and despite its

close resemblance to uridine it It not susceptible in vivo to cleavage
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by nucleosidases.

The studies of Handsefeumacher m& his group have

demonstrated the ©eehanisas of AsUR activity in isaiisisslian coils (120a
195).

the structural similarity between trridine and At$M $m shewn in

Fig* $.

At physiological pH* the triaside portion of the axauridino

molecule is approximately 50% »©n~i©Ri*©d, and consequently in steric
md ionic cob figuration it is similar to uridine*

Thus It is able to be

phmph®rylrd£®4 by uridine kinase to form azauridine-©or,c-phosphate
(Pig* 6* #!)*

Once AcUMP has formed, the triasln* is predominantly

negatively charged and AsUMP now resembles orotidy lie acid (W, Fig* S).
Thus it is able to inhibit ©0Mg>etitlv*ty the activity of erctidylic acid
do carboxylase (Fig, 6, #2)«

This enzyme converts orotidylic (CP#) to

uridylic acid (U#) i« the pathway ©f dk? novo pyrimidine biosynthesis*
Inhibition of IMP synthesis by AtUMP is reflected in a <1® crease in the
incorporation of orotic acid, and an increase in incorporation of uridine
into DHA (19$).

The utilization of exogenous uridine in pyrimidine bio-

synthesis is dependent open uridine kinase (Fig.

*1), which acta t#

form IMP directly* ©rotidylic acid decarboxylase being by-passed.

Atilt

alone seems not to affect uridine kinase activity to my significant degree.
More recently, studies have appeared which suggest that AzM my
have additional sites of action.

Ordinarily, AstJR

inhibition of ©solidylic

acid decarboxylase causes iht mmmil&tiim of ore tidy He acid, which is
cleaved to or©tldine and excreted in the urine.

Studies following the

Incorporation of labeled orotic acid into erotl4tn* in AaUR-treated
patients have suggested that the large amounts of urinary ©retidine
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fnvm4 cm b# aceou&ted for only fey m&vmdng that AilJt causes m overall
iacvoase in f^riiddiae felMytithotls (S3, Ml).

Ssmii and lafeln have

pad® the iqpMtwtf observation in cultures of $arc«a 18# cells that
pyiiaidUio starvation induced fey AsUfc results- in a $ to 4«-f#Id increase
i» th® activity &f the mtym® Mpavtato tran*carbonylate (S3, 1*114 3)*
Ihif effect is reversed fey adding uridine «i4 Ail® simultaneously,
suggesting that the induction of aspartate t vans c&rfe&myl&m is under
the control of an emi product of pytimiMm biosynthesis,

It say h&

that a deficiency of DMP following Atilt inhibition is responsible tm
the increase in aspartate trees caxhanylose activity* feist it should fee
recalled fmm tfee previous discussion of ttMR that thy»i4loe (Tdf.) and
thymidine tri-phosphate (TTP) ■way act m Inhibitors of aspartate trms*
caxfeawylase (10?).

Psesue&bly m IMUinioced deficiency of TIT night

cause an increase in the activity of this mtym,
deficiency #f TIP night also have similar effects.

kn k$Wt~im4um4
In earlier studies

iiandseliwacher increasml the levels of Qt# by adding excess orotic acid.
Despite fit© increase in 9MA, MSI® Inhibition of oretidyiic mi4 decar**
boxy las® was not ovotccus® (124)*

This wight fee explained fey assuming

that Di strongly inhibits its own synthesis (ltd)*

A. nedhtnisa such at

this might be at variance with the suggestion that A*y» causes an overall
increase la pyrimidine biosynthesis,
Studies In fdevt&iai systems have suggested that ataurldin© diphos*
phate nay inhibit polynucleotide phespherylase but it is not fcnown what
signlflemm if my this km in mwimlim systeaui (205) #
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Om of the mMtt ooeoarttgiog results of these laveatlgatloM has
bmf> the discovery that AztM exert* an 4Nttl~*et«b0ll« effect against a
Malt oMbor of expotisMiital m& hmm neoplastic condition*, especially

adult teuhMla, whiI© having little &r no toxic effect on nomaal cells
(47, 50,

121, 211)♦

it is believed that when the 1® now pathway for

gyriniline biosynthesis la blocked by

normal cells are capable of

obtaining an adequate supply of uridylic acid (If#) through the phosphory¬
lation of eridin* by uridine kinm® (Fit* b* 11),

Hoop last! c cells

unable to farm OS# from other sources, and therefore peculiarly dependant
upon the do novo pathway, would bo the only ceils seriously affected by
Atm*
As with wmy other anti-metabolites, a state of resistance or re¬
fractoriness dewlaps during treatment with Atilt,

la seme eyatem* this

n»y be due in classical fashion to the selection of cells that are
deficient in utiMm IAmm, the mzym which must be present if AsUft is
to oxart its effect (121),

In mm, however, resistance ©r bettor

rwitmtotimm to therapy disappears when At US? is withdraw**.

This re-

fraetoriaesa my be attributable to the induction of increased mtyme
activity along the d* siwe pathway of pyrimidine biosynthesis is the
presence of AtUK (121* 261),
reversible refractoriness,

These tw properties, slight toxicity and
AxdR a particularly valuable agent

if it were shown to possess antiviral as wall as anti^neeplaatic activity.
The advantage of having an agent with selective toxicity against viruses
while being well tolerated by normal ceils is ehvioaa*

That refractori¬

ness to therapy appears gradually as the activity of normal cellular
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onsyooo is increased night be of special sigai ft®mm in the troatoont of
sever® viral I«feet ions .

Agtlft nigjht be able to exert it# antiviral

activity during the acute stage of the illness* thereby decreasing the
ms&mt of virus presented to the best defenses.

If an overwhelming

viremia were prevented, and the S*©st*s task of ridding Itself of virus
Mde easier* later induction of wm mtfmm along the de aw pathway of
pyrimidine biosynthesis during the refractory period might be- of little
COKSf^uene© .
Antiviral activity of i AseW
the initial observation on the antiviral activity of AtUft was »ad©
by ftada sad his group in ltd® {110}*

In tiitoi culture m4 m the chorio¬

allantoic sjenbrao© infected with vaccinia Aatft was shown to cm$® a ?5%
inhibition of cytopathic offset at & cmmntmtim of 1,2 x 10“2M (20$ ^
21&),

the ratio of toxic to inhibitory concentrations was calculated

as 14»

Mo effect was toon with influent* A, tfeucaotle Disease virus or

eastern equine encephalitis vims,
AtUt else has a protective effect in mice Infected 1strace rah rally
with 400 h&£0 of the IfID strain of vaccinia (111).

Animals given 7*%mg

daily for g days died on© day later than controls.

Similar results wore

seen with intranesal inoculations *

Urethane potentiated the activity of

AslM? and it was suggested it did so by facilitating the passage of AssUt
into the bruin.

In ootoneoos vaccinia in rabbits Smejkal deooostmted

that mogAt of AsUA given lottwiOHMwoly m each of 3 days ootfcedly in¬
hibited the appearance of lesions without producing any signs of syste-
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toxicity (236)•

these result* have been confirmed in greater detail

by Calafervsi #t aL in studies c©«sp*Ti«g the •ntl-vacelaial activity of
a nmb*r of pyrimidine nncloocldMi (46),
tested,

Xt&Ht was the most effective agent

Asili was roughly half as active as Xlfcfft, hut this was significant

in this §y*t«s (St)*
Vary turn biochemical studies hove appeared describing the effects of
AzW m vaccini*~lnf*ctod coils,

Rosanberfova m4 Rods have reported 90%

inhibition of vaccinia by 4,1 x 1<T*M AzlM (2If).

8y measuring Ps<£ up¬

take into nuclei© acids they found that infected but untreated cells
showod an increase in the amount of SNA to IM% over control values at
24 hoars*

Th#v* was & slight fall in Wto from 24 to 48 hours»

When

treated with AstUh infected cells showed a .marked decrease in WA to levels
451 of normal at 6 hours m4 2S% of normal at <f§ hours.
inf-acted cells As'Uft caused a decrease in mk f
at 12 hours.

32

In normal un-

uptake to 25% of normal

In infected colls AtUH caused an awn greater fall in SKA

st 6 hour*,
An intfipiiof observation has recently been «smSo os the levels of
'uridine kinase induced in CAM following infection with vaccinia (211),
tniymtlc activity was determined by measuring the amount of MW converted
to AsIM*,

A toe-fold increase in uridine Haas* activity was observed

In infected cells.

One is tempted to agree with the aether*a suggestion

that U cells infected with vaccinia the induction of uridine kinase
fortuitously provides for greater conversion of A*UR to AtHMP* and hence
inhibition of orotidylle acid decarlwsxylaae,

If tbm activity ©f tori dim©
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kinase play# a significant role in

the effect of AaUft <m

vaccinia, it wight he suspected that Azlfk would be lots active is the
system of Bubbs and lit is which IUtfl and WiMR resistant strains of both
Ui cell# m4 vaccinia show deonresetf ability to iwtaoo thymidine and
uridine kiooto (76) *

This system might he useful to determine whether

is capable ©f using both cell^iofocetf and viral--indue©4 uridine
kinase,
loh has recently reported on the effect of AglfE m the synthesis of
vaccinia vitas, hut details are- mt available (Id®),
It should he oofitionod th&z in addition to AtUR several derivatives
of atauraci 1 (Axil), it* particular S-isethyl-S, 4~4lthie«&*atauraeli, have
shown egual or greater anti-vaccinlal activity than AiiJf m CAM (257),
Timm derivatives haw a surprisingly tm$ duration of activity,

however*

the presence of the A*U mmity might preclude these crowds f'tm serious
consideration as potential antiviral agents in mr«
Clinical use of Asia
For a m*«h«r of years AtW has been studied in the tvootsumt of
oiqpMrisMMt towers antf Inman neoplastic conditions, especially dmie
leukcelas*

These results have been extensively -reviewed, and only the

findings- whichwould he of significance in the treatment of viral illness
will be considered Hews (SC* , 66* 121, 20%)*
the r*Mn&afele absence of toxicity due to AsUR is man and a masher
of experimental mimU fom been attributed to the ability of normal coll?
to use pathways other than the 4s wave pathway for pyrimidine biosynthesis*
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Specifically, hz\B hm m marked toxicity fm the mtml hematopoietic
system*

It ha* bees of seise benefit in treating Imkmim t me with

pTQlm$®i m@ it* ability to cause mild wmI* hm suggested «■ trial In
patients with polycythemia ($2),

Other clinical imUtiUent at present

>n mycosis tagoldef m& especially psoriasis (51» 281)*
Atm itself dee* «©t have any toxicity for the gastrelistesti*iaI
tract,, but if if mt possible to administer this tmpmm4 orally.

Infos*

final conversion of A*U8 to ssmirrecll (AstJ) with absorption of AsV leads
to pffffowd central nervous system toxicity,

Recently the introduction

of 2% 3% 5 * -tri acetyl - 6-amnri dine has made oral adteisi ft ration possible
(00)*

this mmpmmd is not converted to AstJ in the gastrointestinal

tract, but is converted to Astm after absorption.
One of the difficulties of administering At6ft intravenously is that
of maintaining therapeutic blood level* for significant, lengths of time*
After 4 hours 75% it excreted unchanged in the urine• after S hows §3%
(1,21) „

Therapeutic levels may last only 1 or 2 bents*

With trlacetyl*

AsUI renal excretive is prolonged and significant blood level® may ho
maintained during the I hours between do*as (4#),

One ether ptefriam

that has arisen with regard to the kidney ha* been the appearance of
etystailatla in %me patients *

Large amounts of orotic acid and ose-

tidise ere excreted, and is addition AsUR appears to have a uricosuric
effect (66* Ml),

These problems have set feeee of major significance In,

the clinical management of patient*., sad sight set be of significance in
patient* being tseated for Mute viral rather than chromic neoplastic
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cmMttms.

A«UR may fe© administered in large tees without significant toxicity,
Ceatfauetio dal ty tees of 60$ogAf ot 16Qog/fct three ti*«* daily intra*
venously have bean well tolerated.
ttsea daily i* without side of foots *

Trlaoatyl-AftUR tTQmgJb% orally three
I© fsfahits AsUft has feaosi given in

tots os high as 4$0 to 4S©$sg/kg three tines daily without causing toxic
effects (32).
In siamary* the unique absence of significant toxicity and the cum*
venieoce of oral administration in its triacetyl for® would make Ml®! a
highly attractive agent if it: wore shown to possess activity against
severe viral infections in warn*

Coaparod to the tbiosenicarbasonos and

to It)#, there have been fm studies to demonstrate its activity against
poxviruses,

In the only direct comparative study, MUR was Ims effective

than Ittdil in suppressing the cutaneous lesions of vaccinia in rabbits
(48).

These results should not discourage farther studies of AtUR in

vaccinia and other poxvirus infect ions *

MUR is considerably less toxic

than tlffdft, m4 it my mt be necessary to teamd eoupSete suppression of
vina by m antiviral agent,

A reduction ia viral titer of 1 or t logs

has been shown to bo of siptifioonoo in bumm as wail .as osporiasfktsl
poxvirus infectious (74, 2&2).

Whether Aiti is capable of such activity

to these severe systemic infections must be determined.
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IHB CO^AmTlVt OWmjKMPY Of StSVmC. VACCINIA tH
RAiim

Pro XUd aiy Coats 1 <fe r« tleas

The search for affective ehenathezapeut ic agents lor the treatment
of viral diseases has produced three eosspotmds which possess tigsilleant
antiviral activity against vaccinia*
are ausassazised in Fig, 7.

Their possible mehmlem of action

b-saauriditie (AtLH) inhibits the conversion

of ovctMyiic to eridyiic acid in the 4t n-ovo pathway of pyriuidine bio¬
synthesis and thus may Inhibit the formation ©f viral SNA m& protein
and possibly viral S3IA,

3-iodo~2* -deoxyuridin© (IU4R) is an analogue of

thymidine and »ay inhibit a wtafeer ©I enzymes In the da «ovo pathway ©I
pyrind din® biosytif hesi a.
It is incorporated into viral \Mkt and the ’’fraudulent

that it

formed ©ay interfere with the correct coding of viral £*$A and the syn¬
thesis of viral proteins.

If viral particles form, ''"fraudulent gWA” may

cause them t© be non-functional.

Thi&s ewicazfeasenes» specifically isstis*

«~thioseed csrb aiene (ITSC), appear to prevent the maturation or asssofely
of the mature virus particle, without altering viral

synthesis*

Synthesis of a small ©usher of viral proteins, however., $mm to be
inhibited*
Hi© success of each, of" these agents against exgMtri mental vaccinia,
•s well as related poxviruses and other S^contetfting viruses has suggested
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their potential

In the traatsssmt of hvmm

Antiviral

activity against vaccinia has boon 4®mmtt&TS& by mch in a nunber of
ci^csiMtnta! systems, but there are barely any data comparing th«sc $
agents- in a single syabc»*
jnhmnI in Fig. A*

Present knowledge of their activity i* cc®,>*

The data indicate that:

1« Hilcccnlontfensooes are highly affective against intracerebral

vaccinia in nice (20) but nothing is known shoot the activity of
lllift gmd AstfR in this tyate»,
2. In rabbits r XUdft is topi sally effective in vaccinia! teratitis
(ISO)i AtHR Is not effective (82),

Thiese»icnffemones have not

boon tested,
5* Itkift# astd to a lesser Cegvte AttiR, protect against introdernai
vaccinia in rabbits (49) * but tbioseatcarbasoner have not been
Impfeaaive (S2),

4, Intracerebral vaccinia in rabbit* has received little attention*
but thioseislcsrbstoncs have so effect (247) *
5, In wn,. itftti (40)t but not Atilt (52) prevents prlmtr vaccinatifiR **taketuH

A recent study hat shows that K-nethyl-ITSC does

sot prevent primary vaccination wtafce*** but nadotately inhibits
the sis# of revaceinatioii lesion* (2##),
b. In a variety of sere severe vaccinia!, infections only the thin*
fMdtoarbnfonea have hem tried, hot results are difficult to
assess (&2* &§9 04* 254),
7

In tata smallpox

t

N-metbyl-ITgC has a decided effect when given
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prephylaetically hm it ineffective if therapy is delayed until
clinical disease' has appeared (2<&).
th# need for an effective eh^ao^Nutupwutic «$«nt in clinical snail~
pa*, and the aimmeo of cm$»milm studies on potentially useful drugs
have formed the hast* for this study.

A severe systemic infection was

produced in weanling rabbits by inoculating thee Intv^pesitaaMtally with
vaccinia.

The cbeeo the rapout.tc activities of H^methyKITSC, I1M& and

AtUR were then compared in this system.

Materials and Methods

Animals
'$m* foaland mmlIng rabbits mm obtained froe & local supplier.
Each animal weighed approximately 2kg,
noted*

The sex of each animal «h not

they were kept In the main animal colony tot 4 days is order to

observe them for signs of illness.

They mv® treated prophyl act lealXy

with anliteathaalRo (Sulim, iOec/gallon added to the drinking water) to
«?pm« intestinal coccidis (ITS).

Treatment w discontinued I day

before the feogianijig of the experiment to allow for urinary ejccretiem of
the drug*

Animals were fed a anmaal laboratory diet and were offered

water ad libitum*

Baseline weights mi hanatacfita were recorded*

leukocyte counts were- dote mined using the Coulter counter.

Total

Seram spec-*

isaens were obtained for pre-infocticm controls of subsequent viral assays *
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A strain derived frm the kevaditl. strain &f vaccinia virus was used
is ail mjmfismtta.

This virus had previously baas passed by intrataa*

titular tmmtMim in mhhit$ CSV) md atitMiaqtMtiitly os the chert©allantoic
©f ©tifegyoiMLt©* ©fgs»

Itist t© «*•* it had been stored at ~70*C,

i

Virus was thawed at vmpm tiwf^vatwa*

Is the prelimtftary experiment 1C ‘‘

and 10”“* dilutiens were prepared using ©edium Iff ©©gplaamitsd with 2%
fetal calf $«r» (PCS).

Is the final e*p«rii»«®t a 10 ' dilution was pre¬

pared with sterile nerval saline*

This dilution is knew® te centals

roughly StOO tissue culture infective theses (TCIQg^) (174).

Within SO

to 45 minutes all animals were? Inoculated with Iwl of the appropriate
dilution.

Injections mm given Intraperiteceally through the left lower

quadrant,

Ssssbl
Beginning at the time of infection, all animats in the final enpnr*
latent were treated ©very ® heors for $ days or until sacrifice,,
were given aufcatit *xteous1y*

injections

Animals were divided tut© 4 groups of 6 and

therapy waa as follows:.
1* The first gtatf ssiwd as the infected hut untreated controls.
Each animal was given sterile navaal saline* ftel every 4 hours,
2, The second iroap was trotted with d-asauridine CAUflt) dissolved
in. sterile normal saline at a tmemtrmim ©£ teomg/iai,

Pre¬

view* experiments 1® rabbits had shewn that doses up t© 40Gng/kg
every ft hours could he given for 5 days without signs of clinics!
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m
toxicity ($2),

It was decide© to treat this grmgt with SOQag/ki

every B hours.

Tfeo volume of each injection was between* 1,,I and

2,0»1•
3. I« the third groep 5-iode~2'^deoxytfftdine (liMM) m$ preparti as
«. to little® containing

in itotilo S% Anttott tad water.

Previous studies had shown that rabbits could receive up to 120
0$/lg rnmty S hours for five days without evidence of toxicity

(40),

The §*© dose was used in this oajMSfiwant,

Single injec¬

tions ranged in velum fym 2$*J0wl.
4. The fmirth group was treated with N-ucthy 1-1 *atln~&«thieMfl&tar«>
baton® (IT8Q.

The drug was suspended in S% dextrose ®r.d water

at a concentration of ICtag/el,

There are few data in the liters-*

tore to suggest an appropriate therapeutic dose of tihieeasdearba*
tones in rabbits

Rabbits were mt protected against cutaneous

vaccinia when given hont&ldehyde tMo*osdc**t>a*on* or cinch©aioaldehyde thloaeadcatbateaa 100- lS8og/fcg i»traperitone a1If
daily for 6 to $ days (241),

I satin thleiMHkieastMttotto, glowa -its

three 2S0m$/kg doses lit'raf^riteaosily within 48 hours of infec¬
tion failed to protect rabbits against Intracerebral vaccinia
(242),

Ho report w a&de of drug toxicity*

tumor was able to

tfOMMMitmto a high degree of antivtml activity against intracerebral vaccinia in nice by giving 1TSC llSrg/kg sufecutioieoosly
twice daily for I days

(20).

H-iaethyl-ieatin-S^thioto&icarbotone

has roughly twice the mtiviml activity of it® parent em%mm4
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(22); therefore, a total dally fee of ISSmg/kg of the N-©ethyl
derivative would be expected to give similar protection,

Io the

&t specific data it *8$ otauMod that if tafebitf were able
to tolerate thi©SealesrOasooos at doses ©f l(Kl~|$<tag/fcg dolly
for 6 to 8 doys, they could tolerate the seme dose of ITSC and
half this dose ($&~75m$/kg) if given as &~*sethy1*iaofIi*- t*tM. ©«
seoic&rfeftxone,

It was decided to give each rabbit gQitg/fcg doily

for 5 days in a schedule of Z&ttg/kg every 8 hours*

Single infec¬

tion* were ^ppiexlootely 2© l in volume.
Cmm^&f infqctimmd Watmt

Daily ebacxvotioot war* made on all animals and their clinical con¬
dition was noted.

Heights wore- recorded except on days §# 8 and 10,

In

a four anieals showing diarrhea, ©lorescopic examinations of the stool for
ceccidia were ©ode* and in one showing heavy excretion of these ova
single mgiummnt of fluid loss with dOnl of ttovnol saline subcutaneously
was followed by clinical iss^rovement*

frequent blood specimens mt®

obtained from each animal ttm th# martin®! vein of tho ear*
mss collected*

One to Sol

After centviftagotion the cells were separated md the

term saved for viral assay*

Capillary heaatoorlts out total loekeeyte

©mats were determined.
Autopsy
Animal* wore chosen for sacrifice if they appealed dial tally ill*
When HOMO of th# animals In a group appeared ill* aolootloo was arbitrary.
Preliminary blood ample* wore taken fro© the marginal car vein for
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hmmtmtit and total leukocyte dotmiftntions.

The tb4mm and Ontario?

th&t-m.

afeaved with an eleettie differ and scribed with alcohol

prep*.

Sterile cardiac puncture was performed* as aradt Mood being with-

drawn as possible.

Sams was sawed for virus assay*

with an intracardisc injoctlmi of 20*4Qnl of air.
tonem worn opened tf^lUftUy.

Animals wart kitted

The abdonea and port-

Observation* were recorded cm the amount

and nstors of ascites when present* am! ©n the gross oppoarw®# ©f tho
visceral otsi&f, peril osierly the liver and spleen,

Cultures of the

peritmml cavity were take© fm bacteriological studies sad soapIts of
ascites removed whore possible for viral assay•
spleen and sis© lung and brain were xomoved.

Specimens of liver and

All %erm m4 tissue spec¬

imens wo*o stored first at ~?0*t mui later at -20*C«.
Preparation of organ spec!mens
Individual' organ specimens of approximately Ice. were ground in the
cold in either mortar mi pestle or Ten treed, grinders..

Suspensions

were made In 9®l of nedien 199 supplemented with 2% f€8,

After centri¬

fugation in the cold at 2000 rp© for 20-SO minutes, supernatant fractions
were pipetted into screw cap vials mi stored at «to*£.
viral assays
Cultures of a zmtlmtom line of fro*® Ml«jr kidney cells grows In
nonolayers were used for all viral assays*
to support the growth of vaccinia (100).

ften&sy kidney colls are te«»
Stock cells were grown ia Rom

bottles in 40»i of aedtuss 19# supplemented with 15% PCS, penicillin
(10O imits/mlj and streptomycin (lOdm/ni)*

When » monolayer had formed *
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growth Media* was decanterI*. and the cella washed mm. with 20-30&1 of
Htofe** %mmm4 salt solution (BS$) *

&% 0.2% $olwtien of trypsin ia

phmpiwt® buffeted $&lim was tM (20-2S«I) and after incubation tm
10*IS

at f§« teapetatVM, neatly decanted.

inverted and incubated mother 10*1$ aitmtes,

.Settles wire then

Cells mm dispersed by

vlgtxwi pipetting using saall voluaes of aeditsg Iff* I$% PCS., then
brought to » total voIisms of 40»S<tel.

1®1 wt«es of this tell saspen*

siea were inoculated lata constricted tissue culture ttfces, robber
ateppevad end incubated horizontally at 37*€.
Wlie» etmplete laenelayers had famed, usually titer 3 or 4 days,
growth «ediu» was mmemtd and QJMl of fresh eeditNi Iff PCS nos added
for Maintenance.
jNWtttMM*

Serial ton*fold dilutions with nodlov W 2% PCS mm mad#

where indicated.
assayed.

Spmimm for virsl essays were thawed at roees ten*

Tubes mm inoculated with o,i»i of the ample to be

Each sjseciwen was assayed in duplicate*

Tribe* wow incubated

horizontalty at 37*C and light microscopy readings for cytopathic effect
(CPE) were nadt at 24, 4S and 72' hours.
hoars.

CPE was graded as fellowst

The end point chosen was 4f

* * only © few snail aytapathic foci

present; ♦* * approximately fS% of the sublayer destroyed: ♦♦♦ * $0%
destroyedj

*» 7$% destroyed5 ♦♦♦♦♦ * totally destroyed.
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In order to i.®ttmim the dose of vim* neeesiary to cause severe
disease when iueculated istraporitmseally In mmllag rabbits, S animals
„2
More inoculated with tel of a 19 “ di lutlon of virus *nd 4 animate with
««4tel of a 10 ' dilution*

Careful observations of the clinical condition

of animals mo to not wada* nor wore weights taken, but it was apparent
that the $ rabbits which received the 19
after 1 to 4 days,

-2

dilution became seriously ill

they ware oil sacii.ficod between days 2 and 5,

Mul¬

tiple i«m specimens had boon taken free oaefe antes 1 during the coots®
of illness mA in aH of tkm vim was cultured ftm mMluted specteeos*
Of the wtjUMt mly brains and livers wore assayed,,

I» S brains virus

ms found mi 10 :dilution in 2* and at 10"* dilution in the third*
livers of all $ animals grm out virus In dilution# as high a® 10

Tm
and

indications wot® that in at least two of those livers* virus could have
been recovered la even- higher 11 tors,
~4
J«* th* group of 4 entente that received Iml of * 16

dilution of

virus, the soteuls guested clinically well when .sacrificed on. days 3# 4,
S and If*

All an dilated wtm specimens were positive tm virus, mm

in th& animal billed m day If,

In view of the results to be ‘reported

in the final eapesifient, the pretence of virus in the serve Is difficult
to explain*

The brains of the entente billed on deys 4 and S yielded

vims at 3MT^ ditefiosi, the brain taken op day 3 had virus present at ICf*,
The livers ®# all 4 mdml& mm petit We for virus,, but at lower titers
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than lit tli® above group infected with the ICT4 dilution*

in

none of the

*.1

liver &p$cimm um virus found in dilutions higher tham 10 % and this
represent# 100 flees less vim# thm in the eore heavily infected group,
Because of the contrast between the severe illness fw4mM is the
group gives* a 10

inoculum and the clinical well being despite the

presence of virus is the group gi vem a 1$"** Inoculuet, it was decided the?
& 10"* dilution usight

be

sufficient to produce disease severe enough to

kill so®e but net All of & group of mtrested mlmls*

In siailerly in¬

fected but treated mImaIa., it wm hoped that therapy would be successful
and mvtH be reflected in a suppression or etUftaafloa of vims ftm
s&rm and orgm assays*

ftMujia of the Pinal haperlssont

In order to feciiitate discussion, animals will fee referred to by
«* Abbreviation for the group they mm in and the day they were sacri¬
ficed or found dead*

For 44HMplo» C«5 will signify & control anisaul

sacrificed m the third day following infectionj XlMHMk, sn anion 1 treated
with. I IMS asid sacrificed on the sixth day,
Clintcal course
Fro* the results of the preliminary experiment, it wap expected
that acute illness would a*h# its appearance ffm 2 to 4 days after in¬
fection, m4 this indeed was the ease.

Mima is C*$, C*4, €-5 and C-6

were all severely ill and C*$ died spentaneoeily while feting prepared
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fm sacrifice*

and MI* however* appeared clinically «r*H*

#eea«se

of tli® appearance of illness between- days 3 to 6* this period win hereafttr be referred to m the acute period.
In «twt to the eeatrcis* nil anion le in each of the 3 treated
groups appeared eiinlei&l ly well during the acute period,, s&4 ail were well
at sacrifice with $ mmpximis.
filial® treated with lUdfU

Astm*$ was found dead, m wore two

lUttfrd* and ItMMfe,

Gros a lesions
The presence ©f ascites* and th# gross appearance of the liver and
spleen were traded: cm a ©*♦♦♦♦ basis,

s.©suits- are *«w»»ri*ed in Mg* $.*

Observations ver® not usds cm €-3 or ITSC-b and ascites was not recorded
for Attain*

A definite pattern emerged fro® these observations,

the acute period CM* C~5 and C«4 developed severe ascites *

ftaariag

They ®Im

had significant lesions in their spleens and to a lesser attest in their
livers.

These consisted of »ll white or yellow nodules and cyat-lifce

lesions which studded the surface and appeared within the safest.*!* c« of
each organ*

Spleens in ail cases appeared enlarged.

The general i*s~

press lea was on# of scattered regions @£ sever® necrosis.

These gross

lesions were similar to these described by Peegl*ta Smith and Price (75),
Of interest were the mild lesions mm in C-S? and the absence- of lesions
in Ml,
autopsy
SMuselea*

Thor® my ho m mplm&tlm for this finding in Mi,
9

At

imU, soft nodule ms im&d between the skin and the abdesinsl
This any have been a reaction to the iaeoultSK* and Ml stay

have escaped ter i*trspevlt*fte*l infection»
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treated groups, gmi lesions mte considerably less swrc

Of absent,

it ist difficult ta say whether any of the ftldxwtH be**

tween groups art si gulf I cant * except pmhaps for the* definite- ascites in
A2U&<-5, end the unexplained presence of « largo cystic liver in 1TSC*9«
Hematology
in rabbits with severe vaccinia Infections Douglas ©t al. reported

a S0% fall in the total erythrocyte count by
with a gradual return to normal (?S),

th&

7th day after infection

Total leukocyte counts fell for

2 or $ days, then rose to naxixm* values on the 9th day.

Ik all animals

in the present oximrimmt, hematocrit* and total leukocyte count* were
determined m m average &f once every 2 days,

ho consistent pattern of

any kind eseorged free either set of determination*.

Thai# results will

not Da reported in detail*
Sactetioipgy
I« all union1$ cultures of the peritoneal cavity were taken ianodlately open opening the peritoneum,

Samples were itfoifcod m bim4 $$m

pi-ate* m4 inoculated into tMeglycelate broth*

Mims has reported »©

growth of bacteria ftmo the peritoneal cavities of alee infected iotrapexitaaeally with mtmm'lie, though he has cautiously refused to rule
out pieuropneumonia-like organtea* a* being responsible for the lesion*
seen (184) *

In this experiment a few sample* $rm mm $rm-*m$Mim

organ Isa* but a© consistent pattern emerged In which one organism pro*
dmriiiaftad*

Unfortunately, a clerical error resulted in the loss &f the

final report «m the** culture**

Despite the iapraasiaii that bacterial
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sigMMtinftoctieR wan not a Mpllcntin* ©f clinic*! illness, It cannot fc>«
ruled ©wt la the absence ef the m\tmm tvpvtt,
firal assays
Seym
Assays for the

of virus la i#n«

4 g«M99 were negative ist- oil but «se itmtmm*

fro* ssdi ef the
%mplm irm each ml«

nnl west tafcai* on an iwnp of wes every 2 daft.

On If la the sample

1akm iwasdlntcly before the sacrifice of C-5 w&s virus found, mi it
was set present in a 10"* 41 lotion.

These results earn© ns & surprise.

In the pr»Ii»i»e*y study vims had been found in the tnttM of »U animals.
The mmm for this

Is not known, but it is not unusual to

find that s##um Is mt a good tom* for vim,

VS reel a in vaccinia

seems t© ha associated prinarily with the leucocytes (75* 259) „ and the
»a»e condition sosas to exist in SMtllpox (74).
Brain
The- results of wims ssssys of brains is shown in Fig,, Itn

Virus

was toad in swptns of fetnin ft©** nil emtml animals sacrificed during
the acute period* but not in C*f or C*lt#

In the treated groups ArtM-

t18C*trestc4 snlmls were entirely fro#- of virus

la the XtitfU

treated gresp sim «« found In VMf-4 and only st MT* dilution*

three

m the 4 control- taesins had vims titans that wsre higher thm W\
Hmt
In Fig* H it can be mm that control animals during the sente
period yielded vims in dilutions up to 10"^.

M and €*4l were free

«d tamm tl
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of viW*

Two of the 4 animals in the Asf$«t*o*&i4 group yielded viruss

AjtfflUS at t dilution of 10
virus.

-4

*

Heae of if*© l()dlt*fi.etNNtad animal* yielded

ITSC-S was- the only animal in its group to yield virus, although

is low titer*
Spleen
in Mg* 12 the insults clearly show that virus was recovered in
highest til tots from spleen*

Is the control group C-9 sod C~ll were again

free of virus» hut the animals sacrificed during the scute period yielded
virus, st dilutions ftm 10.

te IQ~*.

Of the Astjft*treated animals, 3

out of 4 animals in the acute period yielded virus*
A*iift»s vet- lost in a laboratory accident,

the spleen from

AsUR-ll was free of virus.,

two of the IMIbtreated animals yielded virus; SU4H-4 at a dilution ©£
10

and IUdR*9fe at 10' .

It should ho aststiOROd that of all the sample*

of brain, liver and spleen taken after the acute periodf virus- vss **covered, only from this one llfdK-treated mim%*

ITSC-4 rad ITSC-5

yielded virus «t 10* * m4 Hr5 di lutions but the other 4 animals were
free of vim.
ftsriWfal, fluid aac hmg
These samples were saved in the event viral assays of brain, liver
end spleen would be inconclusive*

On the basis c-f the results of assays

of these organs, it was decided that assays of peritonea! fluid and king
would have little acre to contfifeute, and. they war# not undertaken,
Weight chanter
Ordinarily vesallng rabbits shew*, a measurable weight gain fvan day
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to day*
a md 10*

Daily slight* weie recorded for each mi ml oxcept or days Ss
tfei sifftlfleant Oetemi notions arc shewn in Pig. IS*

Koch

syoboi represents the titaga in weight in » single aniinal from the tine
of infection to the last weight takas before sacrifice.

Aniaelt are

divided into 2 groups; those in which virus was socovexod ssd those is
which no sima was recovered.
1.

The data indicate that?

In the control group C~3* C*4 and C-5 and C-6 were able to
gain at least a avail anaon-t of weight before sacrifice* des¬
pite their being severely ill end having virus in basis* liver
and spleen,

C-0 was free of virus and gained weight normally..

C-U was also free of virus* but it is possible that this
mlmi was net infected int raperi tones Hy *

It is not known

why C*U «« unable to gain weight nernaXljr*
2.

Three AK(fH*tisata4 animals yielded vints* but none lost weight.
they wra all clinically well*

It sight have been exp*ctod

that AiBt*# would have gained sotw? might*

fa this miml

gross lesion* of the liver and spleen wore siniwal., hut the
spleen was greatly enlarged*

Of the 3 aaintelft with no virus*

AstiR*$ out As6ft*H gmi.siet! weight wmailp* but AtOfUP gained*
then later lest weight*.
3*

Tbit- »i®sl was found deed,

None of the tUdfUtreated arduous wore awi® to gain weight.

Is

she group of 3 with m virus, lOil-fb showed considerable weight
loss and was found tle&d.
was also tmn4 dead*

lUdg-Sa ?>ed virus in hi® spleen mi
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tn the nSC»t*Mrt«4t group, ITSC-S, 1TSC4, XTSC~9 am! ITSC-11
pined weight normal iy and appeared clinically veil.

Hwevir,

lift the 2 animals i» which virus was recovered, XTSC-S gained no
weight

ITSC-4 to#t might,

blseueslen.
Although iatraperitemeal inoculation was used by Douglas. Smith sod
frrlce to produce severe vaccinia. infections in rabbits, very tittle is
known about the disease (?$} .

The tevaditi strain of vaccinia does not

caws® s severe illness when inoculated intrapesltoneally in nice ($5)*
Ectroaella, however. Is known to produce- serious infections in alee after
intrapetifeneal inoculation (fO, 184* 26?}.
especially severe disease, with

$

fames’ described this as aa

rapid course of S clays or less, involve*

mnt of the liver md spleen, and a characteristic aeetaaiiatien of ascites
and- pleural effusions (90).

Schell has stated that lethal infectious

result fro* intrapesl toaeal Inoculation of only one particle of the highly
infectious Moscow strain of eetroaella (26?),*
In this oxpaviaoot a severe infection was produced in weanling
rabbits following iatropeHtoneal Inoculation with vaccinia*
are not m .susceptible to the smm infection. (S2, 174)*
this difference are mt known.

Adult rabbits

The reasons for

X» weanling rabbits the diseas® has a

abort incubation period before sign® of clinical illness appear, usually
by the third day„

Animals become listless, anoretic and are soon novibund.

At autopsy the liver m4 spleen show gross evidence of disease md there
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is swew ascites*

The dltooso pattern is similar to ^but km hum deo*

crimed pfovioooSy with lotfspoxitoooal vaccinia In rabbits (73) send
sctwslii (90).
finding* and is

Although the eotwoe of clinical illness, »©rph©l©gic
cases, viral titers ere known for several intro*

*000

peritoneal poxvl. rws infect lima» nothing is know*? of the physic logic dis¬
turbances which accompany severe clinical nines* and lead to death.
The specific role of antiviral chemotherapy can he evaluated only when
all of the factors contributing to postvirus toxicity are soeognlzed.
The finding* of Boulter «t al_, are enough to suggest that antiviral
chemotherapy alone is likely to bo incomplete therapy in systemic pox¬
virus infections (S4),
The systemic infection produced by intraperltone®1 Inoculation of
weanling rabbits has been used to compare the antiviral activity of
AtUft, llftft m& ITSC*

©wring the scut® period animals Sr each of th®

treated groups appeared clinically well, while untreated control sntaols
were severely ill.

Viral assays of brain* liver and spleen fro® all

animal* augfoat that AiUR is moderately effective in suppressing vac¬
cinia.

lUdfc and ITSC possess a greater degree of antiviral activity.

The results with Ithfft md Kt\M Ik this ay*tonic infection are &i»ailar to
previous results In the therapy of cutaneous vaccinia in rabbits (49),
In this wilder infaction 1068 was m?e affective than A*US in suppressing
viral leal on* * but AstSt was definitely active,,

The present study bos

also shown that 1146 is effective as an antiviral agent in rabbits in¬
fected with vaccinia*

This runs counter to the experience ef Thompson
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at *1 >

ftmui thimmic&rbBzmmi to haw m atfaet against vaccinia

in rabbits (247).
Tho clinical effects of therapy aw reflected in the weight changes
in each of the tvaatwl $r©ups,

did mt

Control animate rapidly boots* ill but

reatad ao.tee.ls fallowed a ®tetter pattern

oxospt for AstftMK

This miml ms Hamid dead but without virus %

mt bmm whether Atilt itself contributed to this out ex*.

It is

ItMi* treated

«i»4$ lost wol^-st during the acute period whether or not they had
virus mi despite their appearance of being well.

ItMR-SJa and fthiR-9b

alee leet weight, m4 although <m& mixml had virus, the fact that both
were found dead after the acute period ratees the question of drug tox¬
icity,

The done of l&fft was IgOstg/leg every- $ hours mi was fe«se4 upon

previous studies in which the- sas dot® was given to adult rabbits with

m evidence of dinieel tmitity (49}*

Wamling rabbits may be mm

susceptible to the tonic effects of lUdh than adbolt rabbits,
4 TOC-treated

Although

mhhlt% with m virus- gained weight, 2 mlml% had virus

md did mt gate weight,
It is rammabt* to

loth were sacrificed during the acute period.
that their lower weights reflect the infec¬

tion rather thm therapy, although there it no direct evidence to rule
out drug toxicity.

In this experiment, <le»e icMles for ail three

&$mt$ were based upon data derived fro® other systems.

It was hoped,

that the question of drug toxicity would not have to be raised..
data, However, suggest it nay have- boon
i« antes U*

a

The

explication of therapy

Further studies in this tysteo will bo necessary to
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<fcterain® * dose schedule for mek aftttt which produces aexiaal antiviral
•atfvity with acceptable or m toxicity to the host.
Vaccinia I* known to bac<w* resistant ta 1IMH (76* IW}»

Of all the

mimls sacrificed outside tb© acute period, virus wm recovered item
mly mt, ltidR-$fe.

iheihar this was a resistant strain is not tews*

Future studies should attaapt to demonstrate specific resistance to ttfcffc
in any persisting virus.* sod also determine whether resistance is aacmmh
panied by any change in the virulence of the virus for the host*
Although Atilt* ft?4t and ITSC nave nhmn significant aativival activity
against vaccinia* therapy was begun at the tiue of Infection * not a* the
ensot of clinical disease*

Cutaneous vaccinia in rabbits has boon

suppress©# by ItMK when therapy was begin 4a hours, after infection (49)*
In nice* ITSC »ay also confer protection against vaccinia when therapy
is daiayed,

The sastxlta of the present experiment should ©©courage

studies m tha antiviral activity of Aslffi, II141 and ITSC when therapy is
delayed until the onset of clinical disease.
In amm.*y, » severe syste®ic infection has been: produced in weantiftg
rabbits by Intraperiton©*! inoculation of vaccinia virus*

In this

spate*, AtUR is moderately effective against vaccinia while lOdR m4
ITSC possess a greater degree of antiviral activity.

Although questions

have been raised regarding drug toxicity and the anafgavea of drugvaaistant viruses* the demonstration of significant: antiviral activity
indicate that further studies with these agents in vaccinia Infectlea*
»*y contribute to the search for m affective antiviral agent against
clinical »&1 ipe*«
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tli® search for effective

c agents $m the trsn»tn«ttt

of viral diseases t» in its infancy.

By comparison» the d®velo|*»enf ®f

aati-bacterial ***#t* bat been 4MMM|MMly successful*

The goal hm b&m

to discover the fta#MMfttal biochemical mech&nUi&s of the offending
mtoxmrgmim or virus which, are qualitatively different fre» these of
the host cell m& vulnerable to attack by chemotherapeutic agents.

P***

pits the success of antimicrobial agent®, these mechanisms Have been
elucidated la only a few instances*
With viruses the task is far wore difficult*
habitat nafees them elusive.

Their Intt&mllulm

The similarity of their biochemical *ech¬

ant sas to those of the host ceil aafea the search for subtle Qualitative
differences far nor® formidable*

In *®m Instancest the hop® is merely

to find m essential biochemical property of the virus which is Quan¬
titatively different from that of the host cell*
Yet for all of these difficulties progress is being and**

f t t it

each advance in the understanding of the aalacular biology of viruses,
new sites of attack appear.

The

eaerngms efforts that have gent inf#

the search for asti-neoplastic agents has already uncovered ceapeund*
with exciting antiviral feasibilities*
The largest proportion of viral infections that affect » are »I14(
transient* often aiyqptMAle «s4 mere a nuisance than a threat to human
life*

Shiny people would be willing to accept as pert of the visa!citing**
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of It ft tim social
Illnesses,

economic loss wfeich result itm repeated viral

felt mt ail viral infections are inocuous*

A few virus**

are always virulent, anil ©any of tine ao-cmlledl inocuous viruses asy
cause severe complications sad often death in those who suffer ftm
totally sasrelated diseases.

Efforts to contain viral diseases have

been directed toward programs of prevention-'Sanitation and vector
control, vaccination and quarantine.

Success in these areas has h*m

enormous, hut by no m*ms universal.

Wherever poverty and ignorance

are found, success will always ho partial
disease will strike*

.

there indifference appears.,

And once it has struck it rust be treated.

fm virus disease* better illustrate this pro&lem than smallpox,
Despit© widespread vaccination, large populations still go «npr©iected.
In regions where vaccination has wad© taallpox an unkniswo disease,,
immunity wanes and the danger of widespread epidemic 1$ ever present.
Each year there art 106,003 cases of smaitfMMt and 25,090 deaths fro®
this disease.

The toll in human life in sany area* of the world is

•frightening; the threat awn to the eost civil!ted carnalities as out*
rage.

There exists a real need for an effective agent in the treat-

wont of snallpon and it if hard to imagine a time when preventive
measures will become so successful that such m agent is unnecessary.
decent studios ia «xperi«Mmt&i poxvirus infectious have shown that
the thiesemlcsrbaxoaes, 3 <* ie«k>~2* -deoxyurldine and d«asauridlna possess
significant antiviral activity.

Experience thus far should mcooxsgt

further investigation of these agents as part of the continuing search
for m effective agent against clinical smallpox.
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The Sequence of Vaccinia Uptake and Replication in L Cells

Within a few minutes of infection, vaccinia is adsorbed to the
outer membrane of the cell (1).
It is then transferred by phagocytic
vesicle into the cell (2) where its outer coat together with the vesi¬
cle is disrupted releasing the DNA-containing viral core into the cy¬
toplasm (5).
Viral cores reach their maximum number one hour after
infection.
By this time, viral cores begin to break down, releasing
their DNA (4).
Sometimes the core breaks down completely; at other
times a break appears in its surface allowing the DNA to leak out.
This "naked DNA" then comes together in foci of viroplasm or "factor¬
ies" which are surrounded by clusters of ribosomes (5).
It is here
that new virus particles are synthesized.
Three hours have elapsed
since infection.
At four hours spherical membranes coated on their outer side by
short cylindrical projections become evident within the "factories"
(6).
A large proportion of these immature virus particles possess
dense nucleoids.
Occasionally nucleoids without surrounding membranes
are observed.
Each nucleoid consists of dense filaments arranged para¬
llel to the long axis of the nucleoid.
Viral material once segregated
within a surrounding membrane undergoes rearrangement into the brick¬
shaped mature infectious viral particle (7).
(Adapted from Dales S.
J. Cell Biol., 13:51-72, 1963.)
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